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Abstract 

 The ongoing displacement of climate zones has aggravated warming effects at regions from 

mid- to high-latitudes, affecting terrestrial organic carbon (C) stores. Amplified effects of warming 

occurring through the winter season within these regions are anticipated to alter physical and 

biogeochemical soil processes, thereby influencing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions as well as 

dissolved organic carbon and nutrient concentrations during thaw events. Fluxes of GHGs, namely 

carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide (N2O), and dissolved porewater species, 

are derivative of the energetic needs of the microorganisms who facilitate their production and 

consumption. Changes in the thermodynamic favourability of microbial reactions may vary 

seasonally and regionally with temperature and chemical energy availability (e.g., reactant 

availability, pH), influencing the biogeochemical transformation of nutrients, associated products, 

and the rates of redox reactions. This thesis presents experimental and theoretical results that 

provide insight into the geomicrobial reaction network present in mid- and high-latitude ice-

covered soils during the winter as well as environmental and thermodynamic controls the 

reactions.  

In this thesis, Chapter 1 discusses how land-use management changes may influence anaerobic 

redox reactions mediated by microorganisms under warming climate conditions exacerbated 

during the winter season. The role of soils in a warmer world and land-use management changes 

are discussed under a bioenergetics lens regarding climate feedback (e.g., GHG emissions) and 

changes to water quality for microbially mediated reactions. Specifically, the unique 

(hydro)biogeochemical environment of climate-vulnerable northern wetlands is examined with 

changes to soil-freezing processes. In Chapter 2, the effects of chemical energy availability on 

anaerobic biogeochemical cycles are explored using a factorial design sacrificial-batch experiment 
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that simulates the closed, low-temperature (non-frozen) winter subsurface environment. To 

simulate chemical fertilizer additions and the chemical effects of increasing freeze-thaw cycles, 

soil samples were amended with variable combinations of excess nitrate (NO3
-), sulfate (SO4

2-), 

and glucose (C6H12O6). During the 50-day incubation period, temporal concentrations of 

headspace CO2, N2O, and CH4 were measured in addition to changes in the porewater pH and 

concentrations of e- acceptors and donors (e.g., NO3
-, SO4

2-, ammonium, and acetate). Stable 

acetate concentrations were achieved after ~21 days of incubation producing peak CH4 

concentrations, which quickly diminished via oxidative consumption to CO2. Anaerobic oxidation 

of methane and ammonium (AOM and anammox, respectively) reactions coincided with a 

significant increase in porewater pH and increasing concentrations of NO3
- and nitrite (NO2

-). 

Thermodynamic calculations combined with solid-phase data reveal a syntrophic relationship 

between dissimilatory denitrification, anammox, and AOM driven by manganese (Mn) oxides. 

The proposed reaction network renews the terminal electron acceptors (TEAs) iron (II), and SO4
2- 

by NO3
- produced in anammox. Thermodynamic calculations support these results for anammox 

and AOM reactions, which are more favourable under acidic and low-temperature conditions. 

These results highlight the importance of the duration of anoxia to biogeochemical soil cycles and 

the observed syntrophic relationship between C and N under close conditions, which may limit 

CH4, reducing CO2 emissions via autotrophy, and consume dissolved NO3
-.  

In Chapter 3, CH4 was examined as a reducing agent under anoxic conditions and the rates of 

AOM in various freshwater and marine environments. Previously published rates of AOM were 

reviewed and utilized a bioenergetic approach to develop a linear free energy relationship capable 

of estimating anaerobic CH4 consumption rates using different TEAs at variable temperatures. 

Then, the importance of climate-sensitive environmental parameters such as pH, temperature, and 
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salinity on microbial kinetics were explored. The bioenergetics informed framework for AOM 

rates presented therein is constructed using thermodynamic and kinetic factors, including an 

optimized temperature dependant kinetic factor, which relates the reaction rate to the microbial 

community’s ideal temperature range, and normalizes the maximum estimated rates. The 

framework is used to derive the maximum rate constants for AOM by normalizing the observed 

rates by the kinetic and thermodynamic factors, which are related to the standard Gibbs energies 

of reaction to derive a linear free energy relationship. The review of published AOM rates 

highlights the ongoing knowledge gaps regarding AOM that should be addressed in future studies, 

including the role of Mn as an e- acceptor during AOM and the understudied environments where 

AOM is likely occurring under unique environmental constraints: soda lakes, permafrost regions, 

and coastal wetlands impacted by sea-level rise. This framework emphasizes the critical link 

between the anaerobic C and N cycles via the syntrophic coupling of anammox and AOM and 

emphasizes that AOM rates are constrained by the energy of the electron acceptor, and thus that 

thermodynamics does influence kinetics. Despite the more considerable energy constraints of 

AOM, CH4 oxidation in anoxic environments is possible, and the framework developed within this 

chapter can be used to predict AOM rates as a function of the TEA used (e.g., temperature, pH, 

and CH4 concentration). The framework can be extended in the future to account for the effects of 

salinity and toxicity. Observation of low AOM rates with NO2
- amendments emphasize the critical 

link between anaerobic C and N cycles, utilizing low concentrations of NO2
- derived from NO3

- 

reduction or anammox for CH4 consumption.  

 Overall, this thesis highlights the importance of inorganic e- donors within the environment 

as well as the presence of Mn-oxides and their importance to syntrophic reaction networks under 

changing environmental conditions. Climate change sensitive parameters, pH and temperature, 
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were shown to have a strong influence over the energetic yield and reaction favourability for AOM 

and anammox, influencing the reaction rate in addition to its occurrence. Hence, in order to 

accurately monitor the influence of climate change and land-use management on GHG emissions 

and climate feedbacks, rates of AOM must be accounted for across diverse environments with 

variable chemical energy limitations (e.g., TEA availability). 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Climate Change in a Growing World 

The ongoing displacement of climate zones has resulted in globally elevated air temperatures, 

leading to precipitation regime migration. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

(IPCC) estimates global air temperatures to increase by 1.5˚C between 2030 and 2052. Their 

assessment of climate feedbacks attributes 0.8˚C to 1.2˚C of the increase above pre-industrial 

levels to anthropogenic activity (IPCC, 2014). The extent of global warming effects varies spatially 

across the globe and seasonally, particularly in the arctic and sub-arctic regions (Bintanja, 2018). 

High-latitude environments are particularly vulnerable to climate change with amplified 

temperature increases expected to occur during the winter (Cohen et al., 2014), jeopardizing 

relatively dormant carbon (C) stocks in perennially and annually frozen soils (Tarnocai, 2006; 

Natali et al., 2019). Arctic amplification may result in a positive feedback cycle, furthering climate 

effects through increased C mineralization rates resulting in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 

(Tarnocai, 2009; Brooks et al., 2011). 

The IPCC (2014) believes that carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions are the largest climate change 

force alongside other GHGs. Soils represent the largest terrestrial reservoir of organic C on Earth 

and naturally contributes 75 Pg C per year (Schlesinger, 1977; Raich and Potter, 1995). 

Anthropogenic land use has directly contributed to increased CO2 emissions, producing an 

additional 6.2 ± Gt CO2-eq yr-1 from agriculture and 5.8 Gt CO2-eq yr-1 from forestry and other 

land use (Jia et al., 2019). Increased mobilization of C from anthropogenic activity has degraded 

soil quality, altering the long-term steady-state capacity of soil organic carbon and nitrogen (SOC 

and SON, respectively) and decreasing agroecosystems' productivity for crop growth (Munoz et 

al., 2010). Hence, the importance of sustainable agricultural practices in cold climate-vulnerable 
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regions is a pressing 21st-century issue. A balance between soil ecosystem services (e.g., C 

sequestration) with agricultural activity is vital to global C and N biogeochemical cycles and 

climate warming.  

 

1.1.1 Climate Change and Agricultural Expansion 

By 2050, roughly 9.7 billion people will need food, requiring global food production to 

increase by 70% (Cole et al., 2018). As a result, the global fertilizer demand has risen, estimated 

to increase by roughly 9.6% over five years, reaching 201.66 million tonnes through to 2020 (FAO, 

2017). Sustainable food production is a global problem; increases in fertilizer application to 

agroecosystems are linked to the eutrophication of surface waters, damaging downstream 

ecosystem health and endangering drinking water quality for human consumption (Davidson et 

al., 2015). Designing agricultural best management practices to limit nutrient loads to freshwater 

systems has become a focal point in environmental research as 'soil health' continues to decline. 

In cold regions, agricultural soils have demonstrated their role as critical non-point sources of 

nutrients to freshwater bodies, governing water flow and quality within agricultural catchments, 

as discussed by Liu et al. (2019). 

Amplified climate change effects are expected to occur at mid and high latitudes, particularly 

during the winter or non-growing season (Screen, 2014). Predicted shifts in precipitation patterns 

during the fall and early winter seasons may decrease the snow-covered season up to 30 days 

(Wuebbles et al., 2010; Byun et al., 2018), potentially extending the growing season's duration. 

Additionally, elevated temperatures may facilitate the expansion of agriculture into traditionally 

colder climates, furthering positive climate change effects in the agricultural sector. King et al. 

(2018) estimated 76% of the boreal region would reach temperatures capable of supporting crop 
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growth by 2099. A northward shift in agriculture, and associated nutrient inputs, may alter soil 

biogeochemical processes. In a pristine or nutrient-limited environment, such as wetlands, 

chemical energy availability changes could have significant cascading effects to water quality and 

greenhouse gas emissions. Hence, increases in chemical energy (e.g., from anthropogenic fertilizer 

input) in climate-vulnerable seasonally snow-covered regions may perturb the natural C and N 

cycles with ramifications to C stores, GHG emissions, and water quality. 

 

1.1.2 Climate Change and Wetlands 

Northern peatlands in boreal and subarctic environments represent less than 3% (~4 million 

km2) of Earth's terrestrial surface (Rydin and Jeglum, 2006; Yu et al., 2010); however, they hold 

455-600 Gt C, or roughly 30% of the world's terrestrial C (Gorham, 1991; Yu et al., 2010; Yu, 

2011). In Canada, peatlands cover approximately 12% of land area (1.1 million km2 landmass), 

holding 56% of the country's terrestrial organic C (Tarnocai et al., 2011). Effects of climate 

change, particularly winter warming, are of great importance to cold region peatland soils, holding 

147 Gt of SOC in Canada (Tarnocai, 2006). 37% of Canadian peatland currently experience 

perennial freezing and are the most vulnerable to climate action (Tarnocai, 2009). As temperatures 

rise in Canada's boreal region to levels suitable for crop growth and soil health declines (Figure 

1.1), the conversion of organic-rich peatlands into agricultural fields to achieve food security 

becomes more attractive (King et al., 2018), potentially compromising C stores (Chapman et al., 

2003).  

The drainage of peatlands for agriculture results in altered hydrophysical properties (Liu et al., 

2020), closely linked to biogeochemical cycles in peatlands (Rezanezhad et al., 2016). Shifts in 

microbial activity resultant of peatland drainage are estimated to contribute ~6% of anthropogenic 
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CO2 per year (Joosten et al., 2012), jeopardizing peatlands as a CO2 sink. Under natural conditions, 

low temperatures and reduced oxygen (O2) concentrations limit soil organic matter (SOM) 

degradation in northern peatlands and create an ideal C- assimilating setting. Peatlands are 

estimated to accumulate C at a rate of 76 Tg C per year (Gorham, 1991). However, these natural 

conditions promote methane (CH4) production, a potent GHG with a global warming potential 25 

times greater than that of CO2 on a centennial-scale (Forster et al., 2007). Peatlands and wetlands 

are the largest single source of CH4 to the atmosphere, contributing an average of 164 Tg CH4 each 

year (Bridgham et al., 2013). Intuitively, small fluctuations in natural wetland physical or 

biogeochemical processes may have significant long-term global consequences and climate 

feedbacks.  

 

Figure 1.1: Climate change is expected to result in air temperatures suitable for crop growth in 

the boreal region. As a result, wetland soils may be converted to agricultural landscapes altering 

soil hydrobiogeochemistry. 

Under anaerobic conditions, CH4 is produced by microbes (methanogens) that yield energy 

through methanogenesis. Traditionally, the consumption of terminal electron acceptors (TEAs) 

occurs in order of energy yield, where the most potent oxidants are consumed in sequential order, 

beginning with nitrate (NO3
-) in the absence of O2. Peatlands are typically considered nutrient and 

metal-poor, a characteristic which quickly advances them to methanogenesis in the absence of O2. 

Hence, nutrient-poor peatlands' conversion to agroecosystems introduces an additional layer of 

uncertainty in future climate scenarios wherein fertilizer application to a nutrient-poor ecosystem 
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may significantly shift microbial metabolism. In turn, microbial metabolic shifts may alter GHG 

emissions, damage water quality, and cascade to other biogeochemical cycles. Additions of 

nitrogen to peat in saturated systems may result in increased rates of denitrification during periods 

of anoxia, causing soils to produce larger quantities of nitrous oxide (N2O) than CH4, as observed 

in a two year in situ study conducted by Luan et al. (2019) in Newfoundland, Canada. N2O is a 

long-lived GHG with a global warming potential 298 times higher than CO2 over one hundred 

years (Forster et al., 2007). Indirect and direct emissions stemming from agricultural N are 

estimated to have contributed 52% to total anthropogenic emissions between 2007 and 2016 (Tian 

et al., 2020). Since N2O is a significantly more potent and long-lived GHG, it is crucial to 

understand how peatland conversion may alter biogeochemical cycles in peatlands under future 

climate scenarios for sustainability, the effects of which may be heightened through on-going 

climate change.  

 

1.1.3 Climate Change and Winter Soil Processes 

Climate projections suggest intensified warming effects during the winter season of cold 

regions (Screen, 2014). For example, in Canada's eastern Boreal Shield ecozone, winter minima 

air temperatures are predicted to increase by 4 to 7˚C by 2100 (Price et al., 2011). Associated 

increases in temperature will alter the precipitation ratio, thereby decreasing the spatial and 

temporal distribution of seasonal snow cover (Hayhoe et al., 2007). Projected shifts in precipitation 

regimes may reduce insulating snowpack volume, expose soils to colder temperatures in turn, and 

affect seasonal freezing (Hayashi, 2013). Changes in snow-cover conditions may affect the 

porewaters present beneath the Earth's surface with cascading effects to biogeochemical processes 

and nearby reservoirs (Jonasson et al., 1999; Grogan et al., 2004; Henry, 2007; Matzner and 
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Borken, 2008; Joseph and Henry, 2008; Hayashi, 2013; Kurylyk et al., 2014). Therefore, the 

presence of snow can significantly impact the nature of C and nutrient cycling during the fall, 

winter, and spring (e.g., non-growing season; NGS) through soil freezing.  

More than half of all surficial soils in the northern Hemisphere experience seasonal freezing 

each year, implicating their hydrological and biogeochemical functions (Hayashi, 2013). Hence, 

small perturbations in snow cover and soil freezing may produce long-term and widespread effects 

on global C and N biogeochemical cycles.  

 

1.2 Winter Wetland Hydro(bio)geochemistry 

1.2.1 Importance of Snow-cover  

The presence of snow- and ice cover on the surface of wetlands exerts an essential control over 

soil hydrology, which is closely linked to wetland biogeochemistry. Water storage in snow and ice 

limits precipitation inputs to the subsurface until thaw events occur (Ireson et al., 2013). Hence, 

snowmelt events are arguably the most critical hydrologic events to occur in seasonally snow-

covered landscapes, representing an extensive water input that may infiltrate into the vadose zone 

or create an over-land flow to neighbouring surface water. Subsequent spring melt events may then 

rapidly export solutes and products of over-winter chemical reactions in the porewater to the 

adjacent ground- or surface water reservoirs. In turn, winter soil biogeochemical processes may 

dominate the speciation of dissolved C and N exported during snowmelt, impacting cold region 

water quality (Creed et al., 1996; Heuer et al., 1999; Finlay et al., 2006).  

In ombrotrophic or isolated wetland settings, soils experience limited groundwater exchange 

and gain water inputs primarily through precipitation (Winter, 2000). The presence of snow 

throughout the winter can prolong static hydrologic conditions in these systems by delaying 
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precipitation inputs within the snowpack until melt events occur. As a result, build-ups of chemical 

end-products produced from over-winter nutrient transformations can occur, increasing dissolved 

species concentrations, such as mercury and dissolved organic carbon (DOC) (Schelker et al., 

2011). Ombrotrophic wetlands' dependency toward precipitation as their input increases their 

vulnerability to climatic changes in total precipitation and the precipitation ratio (Winter, 2000).  

Snow represents a vital control on overwinter soil processes through a combination of its 

optical, chemical, and physical properties. During the winter, the accumulated snowpack separates 

the soil from the atmosphere, which creates a barrier to soil-atmosphere interactions and influences 

the surface energy balance. The high albedo of snow (0.65 to 0.9) reflects incoming solar radiation 

away from the Earth's surface, forcing radiative and turbulent fluxes (sensible and latent) to interact 

at the surface of the snowpack rather than the underlying soil (Hayashi, 2013). Perovich (2007) 

observed that a 10 cm deep layer of snow could reduce visible light transmittance to less than 5% 

of incident irradiance and 5 cm of snow was sufficient to reach an albedo of 0.9. In turn, the 

presence of snow may suppress photosynthetic activity within the subsurface and decrease nutrient 

uptake by plants throughout the winter (Lee et al., 2013). 

The low thermal conductivity of snow further decouples winter soils from the atmosphere by 

insulating the underlying soil from low winter air temperatures (<0˚C). The flow of heat in one 

direction (e.g., through the snow into the subsurface) can be described by adapting Fourier's 

equation: 

 
𝒒 =  −𝒌𝒆𝒇𝒇

𝒅𝑻

𝒅𝒛
 

(1.1) 

where the flow of heat (q) [W m-2] is dependant on the effective thermal conductivity (keff) [W m-

1 K-1] and temperature (T) gradient over a depth (z) [m] (Sturm et al., 1997). Here, keff represents 

heat transport through the ice lattice, air-filled pore spaces, and latent heat, which can be affected 
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by the snowpack density; values typically range from 0.1 to 0.5 W m-1 K-1 (Sturm et al., 1997). In 

non-permafrost regions, as little as 20 cm of snow cover can decouple air and soil temperatures 

(Hirota et al., 2006). Moore (1986) theorized that organic soil's high thermal diffusivity should 

increase frost depth without snow-cover. Hence, changes in the depth and duration of snow cover 

over the winter may influence soil temperature, altering soil freezing depth and time. 

 

1.2.2 Soil Freezing 

 The loss of insulating snowpack throughout the winter by climate warming may alter soil 

freeze-thaw cycles' frequency and duration (Henry, 2007; Hayashi, 2013). However, the snowpack 

loss might also affect the depth and time of soil freezing over the winter months when air 

temperature remains below 0˚C for extended periods. Heat is carried throughout the subsurface by 

porewater, intertwining subsurface thermal and hydrologic regimes. In organic soils (e.g., peat), 

with characteristically low bulk density and high porosity (Rezanezhad et al., 2016), thermal and 

hydrologic regimes vary significantly with soil moisture content (Nagare et al., 2011). In soils with 

less connected pores or lower saturated hydraulic conductivity, the amount of time required for 

soil freezing will increase. As a result, in hetero- and anisotropic landscapes such as peatlands, the 

coupled transport of moisture and heat may vary significantly with physical properties influenced 

by the degree of decomposition (Rezanezhad et al., 2016). Younger organic soils located at the 

top of the soil profile and in contact with the atmosphere typically have a lower degree of 

degradation and contain larger, more conductive pores than older, deeper peats (Rezanezhad et al., 

2016), which could enable soil freezing (Nagare et al., 2011). In situ observations by Patel et al. 

(2018) indicated that snow removal and increased winter rain-on-soil events resulted in more 

concrete frost formation within the soil O-horizon. Some unfrozen water has been demonstrated 
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to persist within the frozen soil layer in small pores and around soil grains even at temperatures 

well below freezing (Eberling and Brandt, 2003; Brooks et al., 2004; Oquist et al., 2004, 2007, 

2009). 

 As soil freezes, the liquid water content decreases, and water potential becomes more 

negative in a process similar to soil drying (Flerchinger et al., 2006). The decrease in pressure 

induces a reversal in the water flow direction, forcing porewater to migrate towards the freezing 

front, further promoting ice lens formation (Peppin and Style, 2012). The total potential is a 

function of both matric and osmotic potential, which can be influenced by the SOM water holding 

capacity (Harryson Drotz et al., 2009). The matric and osmotic potentials, as well as grain size and 

rate of cooling, have been observed to influence the freezing point of soil (Kozlowski, 2009) and 

the thickness of the unfrozen film surrounding soil grains (Edwards and Cresser, 1992; Harryson 

Drotz et al., 2009; Tian et al., 2014). Under normal environmental conditions, the cooling rate is 

slow and dissolved species are rejected from the ice lattice formation, increasing impurities 

concentrations within the residual liquid phase (Rempel, 2012). 

Unfrozen water can provide a habitat for microbes to continue C and N mineralization in 

the frozen layer at temperatures well below freezing (Eberling and Brandt, 2003; Brooks et al., 

2004; Oquist et al., 2004, 2007, 2009). Observations of respiration in the frozen layer indicate that 

ice acts as a barrier to gas exchange during the winter, trapping biogenic GHG until thaw events 

(Eberling and Brandt, 2003). Nyameogo et al. (2018) developed a model exploring the diffusion 

coefficient of O2 in variably saturated frozen soil. Model and experimental results indicated that 

freezing reduced O2 diffusion rates, with more significant reductions in gas-diffusion occurring in 

soil with less air-filled pore space. The presence of ice in soil may therefore induce a seasonal 

redox gradient, where limited atmospheric exchange can result in O2 depletion (Yanai et al., 2011), 
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shifting metabolic pathways and forming a 'closed system' in both the frozen layer as well as the 

underlying unfrozen soil (Figure 1.2). 

Additionally, mechanical weathering of soils caused by the expansion of water through 

freezing may result in macropore networks forming within the subsurface, decreasing the transport 

time of solutes produced during the winter (Mohammed et al., 2018). These macropore networks 

may also facilitate the rapid expulsion of gas from deeper soil layers observed after snowmelt 

events, delivering increased fluxes of GHGs and decreasing soil's ability to hold gaseous C and N. 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Schematic showing the presence of ice in the soil during the winter, which can induce 

seasonally cold and anoxic conditions, creating unique environments for soil microbes in both the 

frozen and underlying unfrozen layers. 
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1.3 Winter Soil Respiration 

1.3.1 Soil Organic Matter Mineralization 

Approximately 75 Pg C are reportedly released each year from terrestrial ecosystems globally 

as a natural by-product of SOM degradation through a process generally referred to as 'soil 

respiration' (Schlesinger, 1977; Raich and Potter, 1995). Here, progressively smaller molecules 

are generated from the hydrolysis and fermentation of complex polymers in SOM, resulting in 

short-chained organic acids (e.g., acetate and lactate). The resultant DOC (generally denoted as 

CH2O) is later oxidized to CO2 by organisms who gain energy from the redox reaction as:  

 

 𝐶𝐻2𝑂 +  𝐻2𝑂 →  𝐶𝑂2 +  4𝐻+ + 4𝑒− (1.2) 

There are a variety of metabolic pathways for DOC oxidation to occur using different e- 

acceptors. In the absence of O2, other common e- accepters, such as NO3
-, sulfate (SO4

2-), and 

oxidized manganese and iron (Mn4+ and Fe3+, respectively), are commonly used (Bethke et al., 

2011) (see Table 1.1). The reductive consumption of terminal electron acceptors (TEAs) results in 

different chemical species' uptake and production, affecting GHG emissions and water quality. For 

instance, denitrification paired with organic carbon oxidation would remove dissolved NO3
- but 

could result in N2O and CO2 production – two potent GHGs. Hence, the microbial community’s 

activity dictates water quality and GHG effects resultant of their energy needs and the availability 

of e- acceptors (and donors) in the environment.  
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Table 1.1: Microbial metabolisms involved in soil organic matter decomposition. 

Process Reactants/e- acceptor Potential Products 

Aerobic respiration O2 CO2 

Fermentation Organic matter CH4, H2, short-chain organic acids 

Denitrification NO3
- N2O, N2, NH4

+ 

Iron/manganese reduction Fe3+, Mn4+ Fe2+, Mn2+ 

Sulfate reduction SO4
2- H2S 

Methanogenesis CO2, H2, acetate CH4 

 

Rates of microbial respiration are dependent on soil moisture content and temperature in 

the subsurface environment. Elevated respiration rates have been observed in soils stored between 

25 and 40˚C; however, there is some discrepancy in how temperature impacts respiration at a 

mechanistic level (Trumbore, 2006). Respiration rates may also increase with soil moisture up to 

an optimal value; when exceeded, rates decrease again (Moyano et al., 2013; Fairbairn, 2020). 

Temperature increases associated with climate warming have drawn concern to the arctic, sub-

arctic, and boreal regions where large C stores exist in permafrost and peatlands (Tarnocai, 2006; 

Natali et al., 2019). Similarly, changes in precipitation patterns may alter soil moisture with 

implications for C respiration rates (Moyano et al., 2013). Anticipated changes to temperature and 

precipitation patterns may enable elevated soil respiration rates, increasing current CO2 fluxes 

(Schlesinger and Andrews, 2000). However, the exact impacts and amplification of climate 

feedback on soil respiration are unknown (Davidson and Janssens, 2006; Schlindlbacher et al., 

2012). 

 

1.3.2 Winter Microbial Activity 

Previously, soil respiration has been assumed negligible at low temperatures, and therefore, 

winter soil respiration has historically been disregarded. However, recent studies indicate that 

respiration continues to occur throughout the NGS, as discussed by Brooks et al. (2011) in both 
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the frozen and underlying unfrozen soil layers. An active microbial community persists under the 

winter snowpack performing at reduced activity rates (Alster et al., 2016). In one study, soil 

microbial biomass reached its annual peak under the winter snowpack (Sorenson et al., 2020). The 

microbial community present is capable of distinct biogeochemical functions that are not apparent 

during adjacent periods, including the period immediately following snowmelt (Schmidt et al., 

2007; Sorenson et al., 2020). Additionally, the suppression of photosynthetic activity by ice and 

snow enables chemosynthetic microbes to be the dominant organisms controlling soil 

geochemistry, particularly C and N speciations (Brooks et al., 1998; Schmidt et al., 2007). 

Gases produced through either aerobic and anaerobic activity during the NGS are often 

trapped under the winter ice layer, contributing to spring gas pulses of CO2 and N2O at thaw events 

(Burton and Beauchamp, 1994). This effect has been observed in several in situ snow manipulation 

experiments (Groffman et al., 2001, 2006; Yanai et al., 2011; Aanderud et al., 2013; Wertz et al., 

2013; Risk et al., 2014; Wagner-Riddle et al., 2017; Brin et al., 2018). An in situ study by Brooks 

et al. (2011) observed increased rates of C mineralization in snow-covered soil amended with 

glucose, sustained over 30 days (62 to 70% or higher). Unfortunately, the reliability of snow 

manipulation experiments is low, as discussed by Henry (2007). The removal of snow may expose 

soil to unrealistic temperatures and contribute to weathering and alter moisture content.  

The presence of ice in soil and the associated trapping of biogenic CO2, N2O, and CH4 

indicate that frozen soil may behave as a barrier to soil-atmosphere gas exchange, restricting the 

diffusion of atmospheric O2 into the subsurface throughout the winter. Seasonal redox fluctuations 

may then force active microbes to rely on other e- acceptors (Table 1.1), such as NO3
- (De Bruijn 

et al., 2009). This hypothesis is consistent with findings from Wagner-Riddle et al. (2017), who 

linked the magnitude of observed N2O fluxes at thawing events to freezing duration. Other studies 
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have related winter subsurface concentrations of CO2 and N2O to the timing of snowfall, frost 

depth, soil moisture, and O2 availability (Risk et al., 2014; Brin et al., 2018).  

O2 limitations developed throughout the winter may also implicate water quality as less 

energetic TEAs, such as SO4
2- or ferric iron (Fe3+), become favourable. Microbial activity may be 

promoted further during the winter from increased DOC and ammonium (NH4
+) concentrations 

resultant of winter cell and roots damage (Scott-Denton et al., 2005; Patel et al., 2018). Ivarson 

and Sowden (1970) theorized that substrate existing in porewater is extruded from the ice phase 

during freezing resulting in increased concentrations in unfrozen water, stimulating microbial 

activity within and below the frozen layer. Ultimately, the impact of snow-cover and a physical 

ice barrier on soil biogeochemical cycling under winter conditions and its implications (e.g., water 

quality, GHG emissions) are primarily unknown (Brooks et al., 2011). 

 

1.4 Chemical Limits in the Subsurface: Bioenergetics 

1.4.1 Microbial Activity: Chemotrophic Metabolisms  

Frozen conditions and decreased light availability throughout the winter suppress plant activity 

(Brooks et al., 2011) and, conceptually, result in increased nutrient availability for chemotrophic 

microorganisms who derive energy by catalyzing chemical reduction-oxidation (redox) reactions. 

Microbial activity dictates the speciation and mobility of nutrients year-round, including during 

the winter months. Therefore, it is imperative to understand the chemical transformations catalyzed 

by soil microorganisms under frozen soil to accurately predict water quality effects from spring 

porewater exports and GHG eruptions occurring at thaw. 

Redox reactions are defined as chemical reactions involving the exchange of electrons wherein 

an e- acceptor oxidizes an inorganic (e.g., NH4
+) or organic e- donor. Organic e- donors consist 
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primarily of short-chain organic acids (e.g., lactate) formed from the hydrolysis of polymeric 

compounds in SOM. Inorganic e- donors include species such as iron (II) (Fe2+), manganese (II) 

(Mn2+), dihydrogen sulfide (H2S), or dihydrogen (H2). Some inorganic e- donors in the subsurface 

include species thought to be the 'end products' of anaerobic metabolisms, including NH4
+ and 

CH4 (Zhu et al., 2010).  

Where O2 availability is limited naturally or from winter conditions, other common e- 

accepters, such as NO3
-, SO4

2-, and Mn- and Fe- oxides, would be used (Bethke et al., 2011; Burgin 

et al., 2011). Traditionally, TEAs are consumed in energetic order, beginning with reactions that 

will produce the most energy for uptake by their catalyzing microorganism. This idea, deemed the 

'redox ladder' in geochemistry, results in redox cascades or zonations over spatial and temporal 

scales (Bethke et al., 2011). However, observation of overlaps in successive redox zonations 

exists. Changes in the environment, such as pH, can influence energetic competition between 

metabolisms (Marquarat et al., 2018). Additionally, syntrophic relationships exist in various 

environmental settings for different nutrient cycles (Handley et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 2013) 

including the anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM) (Iverson and Jorgensen, 1985; Pernthaler et 

al., 2008).  

In closed systems, the reduction of oxidized species results in inorganic e- donors' production, 

which may be used in future redox reactions if kinetic and thermodynamic constraints are 

favourable. For instance, SO4
2- may be reduced to H2S but then recycled to its oxidized form 

through coupled denitrification-sulphur-oxidation reactions performed by chemoautotrophs 

(Cardoso et al., 2006; Burgin and Hamilton, 2008). A similar reaction network has been observed 

between Fe and NO3
- (Haaijer et al., 2007), and in an AOM pathway using Fe-oxides as a TEA 

(Egger et al., 2016). The recycling of inorganic e- donors further entangles C, N, S, Fe and Mn's 
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coupled biogeochemical cycles and perpetuates so-called 'cryptic cycles' or hidden anaerobic 

networks (Burgin et al., 2011).  

 

1.4.2 Bioenergetics and Thermodynamic Constraints 

Chemotrophic organisms harness their energy (catabolic reaction) from the transfer of e- and 

simultaneously uptake C to create biomass (anabolic reaction). Thus, microorganisms 

preferentially use e- acceptors and donors in energetic order to gain the most energy possible, a 

phenomenon known as the redox ladder (Bethke et al., 2011). The Gibbs energy of a reaction 

represents the amount of chemical energy available for work under constant pressure. For reactions 

where the change in Gibbs energy is negative (exergonic), a reaction is considered energetically 

favourable as energy is released into its surroundings and available for uptake by the catalyzing 

microorganism. The standard state Gibbs energy of a redox reaction (∆𝐺𝑟
°) [J mol-1] can be 

calculated by subtracting the sum of the Gibbs energy of formations for the reactants 

(∆𝐺𝑓,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠
° ) [J mol-1] from the products (∆𝐺𝑓,𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠

° ) [J mol-1] (Eq. 1.3). The standard state 

Gibbs energy of formation for each product and reactant is multiplied by its molar ratio (n) for the 

balanced catabolic reaction. 

 

 ∆𝐺𝑟298
° = ∑ 𝑛∆𝐺𝑓,𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑠

°  − ∑ 𝑛∆𝐺𝑓,𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑠
°   (1.3) 

The standard state Gibbs energy of reaction can be transformed for a reaction occurring at different 

temperatures using the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation (Eq. 1.4). Where ∆𝐺𝑟𝑇
°  is the standard state 

Gibbs energy at temperature T [K], ∆𝐺𝑟298
°  is the standard state Gibbs energy of a reaction at 25˚C 

and 1 bar [J mol-1], and ∆𝐻𝑟298
°  [J mol-1] is the standard state enthalpy of the reaction. 
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 ∆𝐺𝑟𝑇
° = ∆𝐺𝑟298

° (
𝑇

298.15
) + ∆𝐻𝑟298

° (
298.15 − 𝑇

298.15
) (1.4) 

The Gibbs energy can be transformed further to reflect conditions of a non-standard state using 

the reaction quotient, Q [-] (Eq. 1.5), which is dependant on the activities of the products and 

reactants available.  

∆𝐺𝑟 = ∆𝐺𝑟𝑇
° + 𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛𝑄 (1.5) 

For soil microbes to perform nutrient transformations, reactions must be exergonic, and a 

threshold of energy must be met for ATP synthesis, the currency of the energy economy. Schink 

(1997) determined that the minimum energy yield for microorganisms was roughly -20 kJ mol-1; 

more recently, a smaller energy requirement (∆𝐺′ ≅ 0 kJ mol-1) has been idealized for 

microorganisms adapted to low-energy or oligotrophic environments executing only maintenance 

metabolism using syntrophic associations (Jackson and McInerney, 2002). Therefore, microbial 

activity is limited by the availability of chemical energy in an environment, reflected in the in situ 

concentrations of available e- donors and acceptors. 

The standard state Gibbs energies of formation for common e- donors and acceptors at 25˚C 

and 1 bar are provided in Table 1.2 in the relative order of thermodynamic favourability. In 

environments with low chemical energy, like wetlands, TEA such as NO3
-, SO4

2- and Fe- and Mn- 

oxides are often absent or present in concentrations too low to meet thermal and kinetic constraints. 

Hence, soil organisms may progress quickly through the redox ladder, resulting in methanogenesis 

and fermentation reactions.  
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Table 1.2: Balanced half-reactions of common e- donating and accepting processes, presented with 

their calculated standard Gibbs energies. Reactions are written in energetic order, beginning in 

each section with the most energetically favourable process. 

e- Donating Reactions 

Balanced Half Reaction ∆𝑮𝒓𝑯𝒂𝒍𝒇
°  [kJ mol-1 e-] 

𝐻2  → 2𝐻+ + 2𝑒− -8.79 

𝐶𝐻4 + 3𝐻2𝑂 → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 8𝐻+ + 8𝑒− 15.35 

𝐻2𝑆 + 4𝐻2𝑂 → 𝑆𝑂4
2− + 10𝐻+ + 8𝑒− 29.01 

𝐹𝑒2+ + 3𝐻2𝑂 → 𝐹𝑒(𝑂𝐻)3 + 3𝐻+ + 𝑒− 78.38 

𝑁𝐻4
+ + 2𝐻2𝑂 → 𝑁𝑂2

− + 8𝐻+ + 6𝑒− 86.07 

e- Accepting Reactions 

Balanced Half Reaction ∆𝑮𝒓𝑯𝒂𝒍𝒇
°  [kJ mol-1 e-] 

𝑁𝑂3
− + 6𝐻+ + 5𝑒− → 0.5𝑁2 + 3𝐻2𝑂 -120.3 

𝑀𝑛𝑂2 + 4𝐻+ + 2𝑒− → 𝑀𝑛2+ + 2𝐻2𝑂 -118.6 

𝐹𝑒(𝑂𝐻)3 + 3𝐻+ + 𝑒− → 𝐹𝑒2+ + 3𝐻2𝑂 -78.38 

𝑆𝑂4
2− + 10𝐻+ + 8𝑒− → 𝐻2𝑆 + 4𝐻2𝑂 -29.01 

𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 8𝐻+ + 8𝑒− → 𝐶𝐻4 + 3𝐻2𝑂 -15.35 

Disproportionation Reactions 

Balanced Half Reaction ∆𝑮𝒓𝑯𝒂𝒍𝒇
°  [kJ mol-1 e-] 

0.5𝐶2𝐻3𝑂2
− + 2𝐻2𝑂 → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 3.5𝐻+ + 4𝑒− 8.98 

0.5𝐶2𝐻3𝑂2
− + 4.5𝐻+  + 4𝑒− → 𝐶𝐻4 + 𝐻2𝑂  -29.01 
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1.4.3 Thermo-Kinetic Models 

A thermodynamic minimum must be met for a microbially mediated reaction to proceed; 

however, the reaction rate depends on both thermodynamic and kinetic factors. Within 

biogeochemical systems, Monod type kinetics are used to predict the maximal growth of a singular 

culture. The Dual Monod equation (Eq. 1.6) is limited in that it can only account for one-directional 

reactions and does not consider the thermodynamic energy requirements of soil microorganisms 

(Jin and Bethke, 2005).  

 𝑟 = �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∙
[𝐸𝐷]

𝐾𝑆
𝐸𝐷 + [𝐸𝐷]

∙
[𝐸𝐴]

𝐾𝑆
𝐸𝐴 + [𝐸𝐴]

∙ 𝑋 = �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∙ 𝐹𝐾 ∙ 𝑋 = �̅� ∙ 𝑋 (1.6) 

Where 𝑟 [mol L-1 s-1] is the substrate utilization rate, �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥 [mol mol–C-1 s-1] is the maximum 

substrate utilization rate per unit biomass, 𝑋 [mol – C L-1] is biomass concentration, [𝐸𝐷] and [𝐸𝐴] 

are the molar concentrations of the e- donor and acceptor [mol L-1], respectively, and 𝐾𝑚
𝐸𝐷and 𝐾𝑚

𝐸𝐴 

are their related half-saturation constants [mol L-1]. The equation can be simplified using a unitless 

kinetic limitation factor, 𝐹𝐾, and �̅� which combines �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝐹𝐾 as the substrate utilization rate 

per unit biomass [mol mol–C-1 s-1]. The Monod equation can account for nutrient-poor 

environments through the dimensionless thermodynamic limitation factor, 𝐹𝑇 using Eq. 1.7: 

 𝑅 = �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∙ 𝐹𝐾 ∙ 𝐹𝑇 ∙ 𝑋 (1.7) 

The thermodynamic limitation is defined using several approaches as discussed by 

Thullner and Regnier (2019), which have previously used the energetic minimum for ATP 

synthesis from ADP. However, in nutrient-poor environmental settings where microorganisms 

function approaches the thermodynamic limit, maintenance metabolisms prevail, and the standard 

equation becomes inappropriate as reaction rates susceptibility to 𝐹𝑇 is heightened (Thullner et al., 
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2007). An equation (Eq. 1.8) proposed by LaRowe et al. (2012) minimizes this effect by using the 

energy requirements for maintaining membrane potential for low energy environments: 

 

 𝐹𝑇 = {

1

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
∆𝐺𝑐𝑎𝑡 + 𝐹∆Ψ

𝑅𝑇 ) + 1
   𝑓𝑜𝑟 ∆𝐺𝑐𝑎𝑡 ≤ 0

0                       𝑓𝑜𝑟 ∆𝐺𝑐𝑎𝑡 ≥ 0

 (1.8) 

where ∆𝐺𝑐𝑎𝑡 [J mol-1] is the Gibbs energy of the catabolic reaction, 𝐹 [J V-1 mol-1 e-] is Faraday’s 

constant, and ∆Ψ [V] is the membrane potential. When the catabolic reaction is endergonic 

(∆𝐺𝑐𝑎𝑡 ≥ 0), and energetic constraints are unmatched, the thermodynamic factor is equal to zero. 

As a result, the anticipated rate of microbial respiration for the metabolic pathway would be zero 

as well.  

 

1.5 Thesis Objectives 

The main objective of this thesis is to advance the mechanistic understanding of winter soil 

biogeochemical cycles concerning chemical energy availability over a temporal scale for C and N 

mineralization purposes.  

The specific objectives of Chapter 2 include: 

• Assess the changes in C and N speciation under prolonged cold, oxygen-limited, and cold 

conditions, 

• Understand how high concentrations of chemical end products influence subsequent 

reactions in closed conditions,  

• Utilize bioenergetics to predict the thermodynamic favourability of reduction-oxidation 

reactions for nutrient transformations in wetland soils under winter conditions, 

• Examine how winter soil biogeochemistry impacts wetlands as a source of biogenic CH4 

to the atmosphere. 
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In Chapter 3 of this thesis, the specific objectives are to: 

• Review the current understanding of anaerobic methane oxidation rates in freshwater and 

marine ecosystems, 

• Develop a framework for estimating rates of anaerobic methane oxidation rates in various 

environmental settings using published observations. 

 

1.6 Thesis Outline 

This thesis comprises four chapters that explore the biogeochemical processes of wetland soils 

under a frozen layer. Chapter 1 provides a general introduction and relevant background 

information on climate change, hydrological and chemical conditions experienced by wetland soils 

throughout the winter, SOM degradation, and bioenergetics as a tool to understand thermodynamic 

limitations and reaction rates. Chapter 2 includes a co-authored manuscript, for which I am the 

first author. This manuscript has been prepared for submission to Frontiers in Environmental 

Science – Biogeochemical Dynamics. The formatting of manuscript figures, tables, equations, and 

sections have been updated for consistency with the overall thesis. The manuscript in Chapter 2 

depicts a soil incubation experiment wherein a sacrificial sampling technique and factorial design 

allowed for the decoupling of e- acceptor and e- donor availability by allowing the soil system to 

develop without disruption from removing chemical end products, such as CH4. Chapter 3 is 

composed of a literature review and data analyses of anaerobic methane oxidation rates for 

freshwater and marine environments. In Chapter 4, overall conclusions are presented in addition 

to recommendations for future research. Finally, Appendix A contains supplementary materials 

for the manuscript presented in Chapter 2, including additional results and laboratory methods.   
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2 Anammox and manganese oxides as drivers of anaerobic methane 

oxidation in cold wetland soils 

2.1 Abstract 

Accelerated temperature increases during the winter season at mid- and high latitude cold regions 

and altered precipitation regimes are expected to mobilize terrestrial organic carbon (C) from 

organic-rich wetland-dominated landscapes. Winter warming may have positive implications for 

the agricultural sector in mid-latitude regions where the elevated temperatures enable the 

expansion of agriculture into colder climates, resulting in the cultivation of organic-rich wetlands. 

Therefore, climate-driven shifts in precipitation may further mobilize soil C and nitrogen (N) 

through changes in the duration and frequency of freezing and thawing cycles in soils. Soil freezing 

has been linked to decreased oxygen concentrations and the accumulation of greenhouse gases in 

soil pore spaces, affecting C and N cycling and affecting water quality through the prevalence of 

anaerobic microbial metabolisms. In this study, a series of sacrificial batch experiments simulated 

the impact of winter ice barrier conditions on subsurface organic soil. Soil samples were collected 

from a swamp in the Turkey Lakes Watershed near Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, treated with input 

solutions containing variable quantities of labile organic C and e- acceptors (nitrate and sulfate) 

and were incubated under anaerobic conditions at 5˚C over a 50-day sacrificial sampling period. 

Time series data collected at 6 time-points included headspace carbon dioxide (CO2), methane 

(CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) as well as porewater chemistry such as pH, major cations and 

anions, organic and inorganic C, total N, and ammonium (NH4
+). The results indicate that up to 9 

mM of acetate and 1.5 mM of NH4
+ were consumed throughout the experiment, resulting in CO2, 

CH4, and N2O production, and a decrease in porewater from pH 6.7 to 5.3 within the first week of 

incubation. CH4 concentrations peaked at 100 µM between days 28 and 35 before decreasing, and 
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the observed oxidation of CH4 coincides with an increase in pH from 5.3 to 6.2, despite small 

changes in nitrate or sulfate concentrations. Thermodynamic calculations support our observations 

of chemolithoautotrophic reactions, including anaerobic NH4
+ and CH4 oxidation, which were 

energetically favourable under the experimental conditions.  

 

Keywords: climate change, winter soil processes, greenhouse gas emissions, wetlands, methane, 

ammonium, anaerobic oxidation of methane, anammox, bioenergetics 
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2.2 Introduction 

Global increases in air temperature are anticipated to have amplified effects in cold regions 

(Cohen et al., 2014; Screen, 2014), where the eastern Boreal Shield ecozone is predicted to 

experience a 4 to 7˚C increase in winter minima temperatures by 2100 (Price et al., 2011). 

Resultant shifts in winter temperature and precipitation are expected to alter the accumulation and 

melt of insulating snow cover significantly, thereby exposing soils to cold air temperatures 

(Wuebbles et al., 2010; Hayashi, 2013). As a result, non-trivial consequences for biogeochemical 

cycling in northern organic-rich soils are predicted (Groffman et al., 2006; Tarnocai, 2006; Henry, 

2007; Brooks et al., 2011), including increased dissolved organic matter (DOM), dissolved organic 

carbon (DOC), and ammonium (NH4
+) leaching (Reyes and Lougheed, 2015; Fouché et al., 2020), 

increased carbon dioxide (CO2) (Natali et al., 2019) and nitrous oxide (N2O) emissions (Voigt et 

al., 2020), and changes in oxygen (O2) availability.  

Warmer annual air temperatures may have positive implications for the agricultural sector in 

boreal and temperate regions, where warmer temperatures and an extended growing season for 

plants could enable the expansion of agricultural landscapes into traditionally colder climate 

regions (Chapman et al., 2003; Maracchi et al., 2005; Olesen et al., 2007; Tuck et al., 2006; King 

et al., 2018; Ceglar et al., 2019). However, the conversion of pristine organic soils into cropland 

could introduce excess nutrients into low-energy environments, disturbing natural soil 

biogeochemical function (Gilbert et al., 1998; Lai, 2009). The consequent increase in chemical 

energy sources for chemosynthetic microbes could induce shifts in carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) 

cycling. Changes in microbially-driven C and N cycles ultimately modify soil greenhouse gas 

(GHG) emissions and the export of dissolved C and N species to aquatic ecosystems, impacting 

water quality (Thullner and Regnier, 2019). 
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Winter snow cover exerts essential control over winter soil processes and the annual cycling 

and budgets of C and N in cold region watersheds (Aanderud et al., 2013; Brooks et al., 2011). 

The optical and thermal properties of snow limit photosynthetic plants’ activity and, through soil 

freezing, can limit gas exchange with the atmosphere (Warren, 1982; Brooks et al., 2011; Gobel 

et al., 2019). The reduction in photosynthetic activity throughout the snow-covered season enables 

chemosynthetic microbes to be the dominant organisms controlling soil geochemistry, including 

C and N speciation (Brooks et al., 1998; Schmidt et al., 2007). Despite cold temperatures, an active 

microbial community persists under the winter snowpack, performing geochemical reactions at 

reduced rates due to decreased temperature (Alster et al., 2016). Throughout the snow-covered 

season, the microbial community may reach peak biomass and is capable of distinct 

biogeochemical functions that are not apparent during adjacent periods, including the period 

immediately following snowmelt (Schmidt et al., 2007; Sorenson et al., 2020). Snowmelt is a 

significant driver of hydrology and biogeochemistry in seasonally snow-covered landscapes; rapid 

infiltration of meltwater into the subsurface exports porewater to the neighbouring ground- and 

surface water (Hayashi, 2013). Hence, over-winter soil biogeochemical processes are the dominant 

control on the porewater composition, and the speciation of dissolved C and N exported during 

snowmelt, when the export to aquatic ecosystems occurs on a short temporal scale (Creed et al., 

1996; Heuer et al., 1999; Finlay et al., 2006; Raymond et al., 2016). 

The absence of insulating snowpack decreases soil temperature and increases soil freezing 

depth during the winter (Groffman et al., 2001, 2006). Emissions of microbially-produced GHGs 

such as carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide (N2O) from soils are associated 

with the seasonal thaw events in agricultural soils (Wagner-Riddle et al., 2017; Brin et al., 2018). 

Although there is some debate regarding the magnitude of N2O and other GHGs produced under 
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the frozen soil layer throughout the winter versus rapidly during thaw conditions, some studies 

indicate that frozen soil may act as a barrier to gas exchange, trapping biogenic gases produced in 

underlying unfrozen layers (Wagner-Riddle et al., 2008; Wertz et al., 2013). The observed 

emissions of gases produced by anaerobic microbial reactions (N2O and CH4) imply that the 

presence of a physical ice barrier at the soil surface inhibits atmospheric gas exchange, decreasing 

oxygen gas (O2) diffusion into the subsurface (Nyameogo et al., 2018) while trapping belowground 

biogenic gases (van Bochove et al., 2001). The associated depletion of O2 throughout the winter, 

induced by soil freezing conditions, would shift microbial metabolisms to alternative e- acceptors, 

including nitrate (NO3
-), iron (Fe3+), manganese (Mn4+), and sulfate (SO4

2-) reduction as well as 

fermentative pathways (e.g., methanogenesis). 

On a global scale, the largest source of methane (CH4) to the atmosphere is natural wetlands 

(Denman et al., 2007). Biogenic CH4 production is the final stage of organic C decomposition in 

anoxic environments. However, the extent to which CH4 produced in these anoxic environments 

is consumed (i.e., oxidized as an e- donor) anaerobically is still unclear (Smemo and Yavitt, 2011; 

Segarra et al., 2015). Aerobic CH4 oxidation is often considered the dominant sink of CH4 in soils 

wherein gas produced in deep anoxic layers of soil is transported upwards and oxidized in the oxic 

layer (Dean et al., 2018). Anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM) is identified as a significant 

control on CH4 release from marine sediments (Valentine, 2002), limiting CH4 emissions by up to 

90% in marine environments (Dale et al., 2006). Syntrophic association between CH4 and SO4
2- 

resulted in AOM near the base of the SO4
2--reducing interface (Iverson and Jorgensen, 1985).  

Lower concentrations of SO4
2- in freshwater systems had previously resulted in an assumption 

of thermodynamically unfavourable AOM pathways in wetland and lacustrine environments 

(Smemo and Yavitt, 2011; Segarra et al., 2015). Yet, recent studies have identified microbes 
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capable of AOM in freshwater wetland sediments (Segarra et al., 2015), lake water columns and 

sediments (Deutzman and Schink, 2011; Deutzmann et al., 2014; Cabrol et al., 2020), and under 

lake ice, using a variety or combination of terminal electron acceptors (TEAs) (Smemo and Yavitt, 

2007; Martinez-Cruz et al., 2017). In both freshwater and marine sediments (Beal et al., 2009), 

Fe- and Mn- oxides have been found to play a crucial role in oxidizing CH4 either directly as TEAs 

(Egger et al., 2015; Leu et al., 2020) or through e- shuttling to SO4
2- (Sivan et al., 2014). Recently, 

denitrification-driven AOM has been observed in the presence of excess nitrite (NO2
-) 

(Raghoebarsing et al., 2006) and NO3
- as well as anaerobic ammonium oxidation (anammox) 

(Haroon et al., 2013). Anammox facilitates AOM by regenerating the oxidized N species, NO2
- 

and NO3
-, which are subsequently consumed as TEAs by AOM (Zhu et al., 2010). High 

concentrations of trapped CH4 accumulated under frozen soil may increase the thermodynamic 

and kinetic favourability of AOM throughout the winter, pending the availability of TEAs (Smemo 

and Yavitt, 2011).  

As the most reduced N species, NH4
+ is used for energy by microbial reactions as an e- donor 

and serves as a source of nutrient N for biomass growth. The relatively recent discovery of 

combined anammox and AOM processes has shifted the perspective of how the soil C and N cycles 

are coupled (Thamdrup 2012). The oxidative consumption of NH4
+ to N2 coupled to either NO3

- 

or NO2
- reduction is widely recognized; more recently, NH4

+ oxidation to NO2
- by SO4

2- or Fe-

oxides (Ding et al., 2017; Rios-Del Toro et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2021) and NO3
- 

by Mn-oxides were reported (Fernandes et al., 2014) demonstrating the complex nature of 

autotrophic anammox bacteria. Thus, with sufficient NH4
+ present alongside favourable TEA 

concentrations, it may be thermodynamically and kinetically possible for anammox to produce 

NO2
- or NO3

-, creating TEA for the oxidation of other reduced species, such as CH4 in AOM. By 
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extension, in soils where there are sufficient concentrations of NH4
+ or NO2

- from fertilizer, AOM 

may remove both N from the porewater and CH4 from the gas phases, thereby improving water 

quality and limiting the release of a potent GHG.  

In this study, to investigate the effects of potential land use management changes on the over-

winter geomicrobial reaction network in organic soils, time-series data of GHG and nutrient 

concentrations were collected from organic soils incubated under temperature-controlled, 

anaerobic, and closed system conditions. Soil treatments were incubated at 5˚C for up to 50 days 

with variable added quantities of NO3
-, SO4

2-, and glucose (C6H12O6) to simulate the addition of 

excess e- acceptors from fertilizer addition and increased winter labile organic carbon (e- donors) 

derived from soil freezing-induced cell lysis (Patel et al., 2018) and autumn leaf litter decay. The 

experiment’s sacrificial sampling and factorial design allowed for the de-coupling of e- acceptor 

and e- donor availability by allowing the soil system to develop without disruption from removing 

chemical end products, such as CH4. As a result, measurements of (bio)geochemical end products 

and nutrient transformations can occur on a temporal scale for soil incubations. This study’s 

objective was to investigate the changes in C and N speciation and reaction rates under prolonged 

low temperature, oxygen-limited and closed system (i.e., no exchange of gases with the 

atmosphere) conditions with different quantities of e- acceptors and e- donors (i.e., chemical 

energy). The experiment’s goal is to advance our understanding of the effects of chemical energy 

availability on the soil C and N cycling functions controlling GHG emissions and the export of 

dissolved nutrients during the spring thaw. 
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2.3 Materials and Methods 

2.3.1 Field Site and Sample Collection 

Soil samples were collected from a hardwood swamp within the experimental Turkey 

Lakes Watershed (TLW) in central Ontario, Canada (47° 03’N, 84° 25’W). The TLW drains into 

Lake Superior and historically experiences a mean annual air temperature and precipitation of 

4.6˚C and 1,189 mm per year, respectively (data from 1981 to 2010; Semkin et al., 2012). Within 

this watershed, snow cover persists typically from November to April, resulting in major 

snowmelt-driven hydrologic events through late May (Characteristics of the Turkey Lakes 

Watershed Study Site, 2014). The mean daily snow depth was reported as lowest in November and 

maximal in February with depths of ~28.5 cm and 90 cm, respectively (Semkin et al., 2012). 

During the snow-covered period (November to April) the mean daily temperature (1980 to 2010) 

is reported as -4.5˚C (Semkin et al., 2012).  

Saturated soil samples were collected from a depth of 5 to 15 cm at the field site from the 

peat layer. The top 5 cm of soil was removed to minimize plant debris, and intact block samples 

were collected using a wide-toothed saw. Collected soil samples were stored in a cooler and 

transported to the Ecohydrology Research Group laboratory at the University of Waterloo. Upon 

arrival, the soil samples were moved into an anaerobic chamber (Mandel Scientific Anaerobic 

Chamber, AC11-074) and allowed to dry uncovered in anoxic and room temperature conditions 

(22 ± 2˚C) for 35 days while being hand-mixed at regular daily intervals. 

 

2.3.2 Soil Incubation Experiment  

A series of static incubation experiments were conducted for five different treatments. The 

dried soil samples were sieved to 2 mm, homogenized, and divided evenly by mass into five 
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groups. Each soil group was re-wetted with equal amounts of its designated N2-purged input 

solution and mixed by hand to achieve an approximate gravimetric water content of 75% (± 3%), 

consistent with field observations of the field site by Webster et al. (2008). Treatment groups were 

then subdivided into 16 samples of equal mass and inserted into the air-tight 250 mL widemouthed 

septa jars (Fisher Scientific, S321-0250), leaving approximately 150 mL of headspace. An 

additional 30 g sample from each group was massed into beakers and oven-dried at 80˚C to 

determine the initial gravimetric moisture content and bulk density per soil group. Additional 

moisture content calculations were determined for each soil jar at every time point using the same 

methodology with 10 g of soil. For these measurements, soil was taken for oven-drying following 

the collection of headspace gas samples and porewater analysis (Section 2.3).  

Four defined sample groups of ‘Natural’, ‘+Electron Acceptors’, ‘+Glucose’, and 

‘+Electron Acceptors +Glucose’ were designed to isolate the relative amounts of e- donors and 

acceptors available to soil microbes under low energy conditions through their associated artificial 

input solutions (Table 2.1). The Natural treatment group received only background concentrations 

of e- acceptors, including NO3
- and SO4

2-, while the +Electron Acceptor treatment received 

elevated concentrations. The +Glucose treatment group received a similar input solution as the 

Natural group; however, 1,000 µM of glucose was added as an extra e- donor. Likewise, the 

+Electron Acceptor +Glucose treatment group received a similar input solution as the +Electron 

Acceptor group with the addition of 1,000 µM C6H12O6. Exact concentrations of NO3
- and SO4

2- 

were measured using the same method outlined in 2.3.2. Each treatment group consisted of 16 

samples, and the assembled soil jars were tightly sealed, removed from the anoxic chamber, and 

placed into an environmental chamber (Percival Scientific INTELLUS Control System) to 
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incubate at a constant temperature of 5˚C under low light conditions and were sacrificed over 8 

weeks at 6 time points. 

A smaller abiotic control group consisting of autoclaved soil was measured in duplicate 

over 4 time points. 500 g of dried soil and its input solution were removed from the anaerobic 

chamber and autoclaved (Tuttnauer Electronic Tabletop Autoclave) for sterilization the day before 

soil re-wetting. This sample group was re-wetted with an autoclaved artificial porewater solution 

with the same N2-purged input water as the Natural treatment group. The autoclaved group’s soil 

jars were prepared using the same method outlined for the other treatments.  

 

Table 2.1: Input solution concentrations of added e- acceptors and glucose for each treatment 

group. 

Treatment 
Input Solution Concentration [µM] 

𝑵𝑶𝟑
−  𝑺𝑶𝟒

𝟐−  𝑪𝟔𝑯𝟏𝟐𝑶𝟔  

Natural 9.92 22.11 0 

+Electron Acceptors 528 59.50 0 

+ Glucose 12.10 21.94 1,000 

+ Electron Acceptors  

+ Glucose 
616.69 56.76 1,000 

Abiotic Control 9.92 22.11 0 

 

Geochemical Analysis 

Time series data of porewater chemistry and headspace gas concentration were collected using 

sacrificial sampling. Upon sampling, soil jars were removed from the environmental chamber and 

brought into the anaerobic chamber. First, headspace gas samples were extracted, then solid soil 

samples were collected, and finally, the remaining soil was removed for centrifugation. A 
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sacrificial sampling of porewater, soil, and gases and their respective analyses occurred every 1 to 

2 weeks following the same sample extraction methods, preparation, and analysis described below. 

 

Gas Phase Analysis 

After moving the samples to the anaerobic chamber, 2 to 5 mL gas phase samples were 

collected from the jars’ headspaces using a plastic 50 mL syringe inserted through the septa lid of 

each jar. 45 to 48 mL of helium was added to the gas samples and allowed to mix for at least thirty 

minutes to equilibrate before analysis. Analysis of the gas phase for concentrations of CO2, CH4, 

N2O, and H2 was conducted using a Shimadzu Gas Chromatograph (Model GC-2014) equipped 

with Electron Capture, Flame Ionization, and Thermal Conductivity Detector technologies (ECD, 

FID, and TCD, respectively). CO2 and CH4 were measured by FID, H2, O2 and N2 were measured 

by TCD, and N2O was measured by ECD. At time points 3 and 4, a second dilution of the extracted 

headspace gas was required to meet the CO2 detection limit, where ~10 mL of the initial dilution 

was mixed with an additional ~40 mL of helium. 

 

Porewater Analysis 

Following the extraction of headspace gas, the soil jars were opened inside the anaerobic 

chamber and prepared for porewater extraction. Approximately 80 g of soil was removed from 

each jar and divided into two tightly sealed and sterile 50 mL centrifuge tubes. Soil samples were 

centrifuged (Avanti® J-E Centrifuge) at 5˚C and 4,800 RPM for 30 to 60 minutes outside of the 

anaerobic chamber. Afterwards, the centrifuge tubes were returned to the anaerobic chamber to 

extract the separated water phase for sub-sampling. 
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10 mL of porewater sample was collected from each centrifuged soil sample inside the 

anaerobic chamber, filtered through a 0.45 μm membrane filter (Thermo Scientific Polysulfone 

filter) and then sub-sampled for porewater chemical analyses. The porewater analyses included pH 

measurements and the concentrations of dissolved organic carbon (DOC), dissolved inorganic 

carbon (DIC), total nitrogen (TN), major cations and anions, organic acids, and NH4
+. Porewater 

pH of the filtered samples was measured using a calibrated electrode (Thermo-Fisher Scientific 

Versa Star Meter using an Orion Triode-3 in 1 pH/Automatic temperature compensation gel 

probe). The DOC, DIC, and TN samples were analyzed using a total organic carbon analyzer 

(Shimadzu TOC-LCPH/CPN). Major cations (sodium, calcium, magnesium, potassium, and total 

sulfur) were measured using inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific ICP-OES 6000). Concentrations of major anions and organic acids were 

measured using ion chromatography (IC, Dionex ICS-5000 with a capillary IonPac® AS18 

column; ± 3.0% error and ± 1.6% precision) where, for organic acids, an additional 1 mL of 

porewater filtered through a 0.2 μm membrane filter (Thermo Scientific Polysulfone filter) and 

treated with 20 µL of a 500 ppm CrO4
2- solution. Measured organic acids and anions included 

acetate, butyrate, propionate, lactate, citrate, nitrate (NO3
-), nitrite (NO2

-), sulfate (SO4
2-), and 

phosphate (PO4
3-). For porewater analysis of NH4

+ concentration, 1mL of porewater was collected 

during sampling in sterile vials and frozen for storage. Upon thawing, concentrations of reactive 

NH4
+ were measured using the indophenol blue colourimetric technique via Berthelot’s reaction 

described by Ringuet et al. (2011) for a microplate reader (Molecular Devices, Flexstation 3, 

Multi-Detection Reader with Integrated Fluid Transfer).  

Net production rates were calculated for porewater species using Eq. 2.1, where 
𝑑𝐶𝑖

𝑑𝑡
 is the 

net production rate at time (𝑡), 𝐶𝑖,𝑡 is the concentration measured at time (𝑡), and 𝐶𝑖,𝑡−1 is the 
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average concentration at from the previous timestep. Calculated net production values were plotted 

at the midpoint of Δ𝑡. 

 
𝑑𝐶𝑖,𝑡

𝑑𝑡
=

𝐶𝑖,𝑡 − 𝐶𝑖,𝑡−1

Δ𝑡
 

(2.1) 

 

Solid phase analysis 

The remaining soil from each incubation (following porewater extraction) was resealed in 

its jar and stored at 5˚C for solid-phase analysis using a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM TM-

3000, Bruker QUANTAX 70 Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectrophotometer). Roughly 12 months 

after the experiment began, additional soil samples were extracted from the field site using the 

same methods outlined in Section 2.3.1 and couriered to the University of Waterloo for further 

solid-phase analysis, including cation exchange capacity (CEC) determination and Fe- and Mn- 

extractions. The freshly delivered soil was dried within the anaerobic chamber and sieved for 

analysis.  

CEC was determined using the methods of Hendershot and Duquette (1986). Ten tubes 

containing 0.5 g of the freshly delivered dry soil were mixed with 30 mL of N2-purged 0.1 M 

barium chloride (BaCl2) solution end-over-end for 2 hours, then centrifuged 700g for 15 minutes. 

The well-mixed samples were filtered through Whatman No. 41 filter paper and subsequently 

prepared for ICP major cation analysis using the methods previously outlined in Section 2.3.2. 

Calibration standards and QCs were prepared in the BaCl2 solution to eliminate matrix artifacts. 

Soil Mn and non-crystalline inorganic Fe pools were quantified using a hydroxylamine 

extraction modified by Rosso et al. (1985) and Wang et al. (1987). The fresh dry soil was crushed 

in the anaerobic chamber to pass through a 100 mesh sieve. Ten preparations containing 0.1 g of 

the crushed soil were re-wetted with 25 mL of N2-purge hydroxylamine hydrochloride-
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hydrochloric acid (0.25M NH2OHּ∙HCl, 0.25M HCl) in the anaerobic chamber and mixed end-

over-end for 16 hours. Extraction samples were centrifuged at 510g for 20 minutes, filtered and 

prepared for Fe and Mn analysis using ICP-OES. Similar to CEC measurements, the ICP 

calibration was validated using spiked matrix samples containing the extractant solution.  

2.3.3 Gibbs Energy Calculations 

The Gibbs energies of the catabolic reduction-oxidation reactions of interest were 

calculated for the in situ, non-standard conditions in the incubations at each time point using the 

approach described by Smeaton and Van Cappellen (2018). The Gibbs-Helmholtz equation (Eq. 

1.4) was used to adjust the standard Gibbs energy for the incubation temperature, and Eq. (1.5) 

was used to account for the non-standard activities of the reactants and products. The reaction 

quotient was calculated using the reactants’ and products’ activities calculated in R interface 

(version 3.6.3, Charlton et al. (2020)) of PHREEQC (Version 3, USGS) from each soil 

incubations’ unique aqueous and gas-phase chemistry, which are described in 2.2.2. The balanced 

catabolic reactions of interest are listed in Table 2.2. These reactions include denitrification 

coupled to iron oxidation, anaerobic NH4
+ oxidation coupled to Mn4+, Fe3+ and SO4

2- reduction, 

and anaerobic CH4 oxidation coupled to NO3
-, Mn4+, Fe3+ and SO4

2- reduction.  

The relationship between the Gibbs energy of each NH4
+ and CH4 reaction with pH, and 

temperature for anammox and AOM was explored further by calculating the Gibbs energy over a 

range of temperatures (-5 to 30˚C) and pH (4 to 8). The effect of temperature on the Gibbs energies 

was imposed via the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation (Eq. 1.4), while the effect of pH was accounted 

for via the reaction quotient (Eq. 1.5). Activities used for the remaining products and reactants 

were imposed as constant values that were selected by averaging the calculated activities of the 

products and reactants at each treatment’s CH4 peak.
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Table 2.2: Balanced catabolic reactions for anoxic conditions with their associated standard Gibbs energy. 

e- Donor Reaction Number Balanced Catabolic Reaction 
∆𝑮𝒓𝟐𝟗𝟖

°  
[kJ / mol e-] 

𝑭𝒆𝟐+ 1 0.2𝑁𝑂3
− + 𝐹𝑒2+ + 2.4𝐻2𝑂 → 0.1𝑁2 + 𝐹𝑒(𝑂𝐻)3 + 1.7𝐻+ -41.65 

𝑯𝟐𝑺 2 𝑁𝑂3
− + 0.25𝐻2𝑆 + 𝐻2𝑂 → 𝑁𝐻4

+ + 0.25𝑆𝑂4
2− -55.92 

𝑵𝑯𝟒
+ 

3 𝑁𝐻4
+ + 6𝐹𝑒(𝑂𝐻)3(𝑠)

+ 10𝐻+  → 𝑁𝑂2
− + 6𝐹𝑒2+ + 16𝐻2𝑂 7.69 

4 𝑁𝐻4
+ + 0.75𝑆𝑂4

2− → 𝑁𝑂2
− + 0.75𝐻2𝑆 + 𝐻2𝑂 + 0.5𝐻+ 57.06 

5 𝑁𝐻4
+ + 4𝑀𝑛𝑂2(𝑠)

+ 6𝐻+  → 𝑁𝑂3
− + 4𝑀𝑛2+ + 5𝐻2𝑂 -44.92 

𝑪𝑯𝟒(𝒂𝒒)
 

6 𝐶𝐻4(𝑎𝑞)
+ 1.6𝑁𝑂3

− + 1.6𝐻+  → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 0.8𝑁2(𝑔)
+ 1.8𝐻2𝑂 -104.68 

7 𝐶𝐻4(𝑎𝑞)
+ 8𝐹𝑒(𝑂𝐻)3(𝑠)

+ 16𝐻+  → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 8𝐹𝑒2+ + 21𝐻2𝑂 -63.03 

8 𝐶𝐻4(𝑎𝑞)
+ 𝑆𝑂4

2− + 2𝐻+ → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 𝐻2𝑆 + 𝐻2𝑂 -13.66 

9 𝐶𝐻4(𝑎𝑞)
+ 4𝑀𝑛𝑂2(𝑠)

+ 8𝐻+  → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 4𝑀𝑛2+ + 5𝐻2𝑂 -103.27 
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2.4 Results 

2.4.1 Dissolved and Gas Phase Biogeochemical Trends 

Figure 2.1 shows the temporal data of porewater pH, NO3
-, NO2

-, SO4
2-, Mn and Fe 

concentrations as well as headspace concentrations of N2O and CH4 gas. The grey 

shading highlights three distinct phases in biogeochemical species and their associated trends: 

denitrification (Phase I; day 1 to 8), SO4
2- reduction and methanogenesis (Phase II; day 8 to 29), 

and AOM (Phase III; day 29 to 50). These three phases were observed throughout the soil 

incubation for all treatments.  

Phase I occurs from re-wetting to day 8 and is defined by the initial decrease in pH and the 

simultaneous consumption of NO3
- producing headspace N2O. The magnitude of N2O produced 

was treatment dependent with much smaller peaks occurring in the treatments without additional 

NO3
-. Porewater pH decreased from days 1 to 8 for all treatments, stabilizing at an average value 

of 5.43 ± 0.02. A similar porewater pH change was observed in the abiotic control group (Figure 

S1 in Appendix A) during this Phase, suggesting that the initial decrease from the input solution 

is an abiotic process as the solution and soil reach equilibrium. Denitrification in Phase I consumed 

452.84 and 587.27 µM NO3
- in the +Electron Acceptor and +Electron Acceptor + Glucose 

treatments, respectively. Rates of denitrification appeared to be the fastest in the treatments which 

received excess NO3
-, where the greatest net rate (-587 µM day-1) occurred in the treatment 

amended with both NO3
- and C6H12O6 (+Electron Acceptor +Glucose). NO3

- consumptions led to 

the production and subsequent reduction of headspace N2O to N2 during Phases I and II in all 

treatments. The rate of net N2O reduction was notably slower in the latter part of Phase II (Net 

N2O reduction rates days 14 to 28 = -0.1318 µM day-1 for the +Electron Acceptor +Glucose 
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treatment) than in the beginning (Net N2O reduction rates days 14 to 28 = -0.8702 µM day-1 for 

the +Electron Acceptor +Glucose treatment), where the reduction rate slowed as headspace N2O 

decreased in both the +Electron Acceptor and +Electron Acceptor +Glucose treatments.  

NO3
- and SO4

2- concentrations measured at the first time point were greater than the input 

solution value for the Natural and +Glucose treatment groups (Figure 2.1, Table 2.1). Although 

some SO4
2- reduction occurred alongside the initial NO3

- consumption, most SO4
2- reduction 

overlapped with methanogenesis during Phase II (days 8 to 29), reducing SO4
2- concentrations and 

producing headspace CH4 (Figure 2.1). SO4
2- concentrations reached a minimum value by day 28 

in all treatments. In Phase II, NO3
- concentrations began to increase from their minimum values as 

remnant N2O disappeared for all treatments. Additionally, porewater pH began to increase from 

its minimum values at the end of Phase II.  

In Phase III, porewater pH increased significantly to an average value of 6.53 ± 0.25 for 

all treatments. Simultaneously, NO3
- and SO4

2- concentrations increased, reaching steady 

concentrations by days 36 to 50 in all treatments except for the +Electron Acceptor treatment. In 

the +Electron Acceptor treatment group, SO4
2- reduction continued to occur more slowly 

throughout the entire incubation. A small increase in NO2
- occurred in each treatment group during 

days 35 to 50 (Phase III), with the largest increase occurring in the Natural treatment.  

Headspace CH4 concentrations decreased from their peak values throughout Phase III in 

most treatment groups except the treatment, +Electron Acceptor +Glucose, which experiences CH4 

consumption between days 28 and 35; however, a new CH4 peak develops by Day 49. Despite the 

consumption of CH4 in all treatments throughout Phase III, final headspace concentrations of CH4 

values are stable and non-zero. The addition of C6H12O6 to the soil jars resulted in an extended 

period of methanogenesis, particularly in the +Glucose treatment, which did not receive excess e- 
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acceptors. The Natural and +Electron Acceptor treatment groups followed similar temporal trends 

and recorded similar peak CH4 values despite the SO4
2- reduction experienced in the +Electron 

Acceptor treatment group. The period of CH4 oxidation was coupled with an increase in porewater 

pH, which was not observed in the abiotic control group (Figure S1 in Appendix A). Unlike the 

other treatments, the +Electron Acceptor +Glucose treatment group, which experienced a 

secondary CH4 peak on day 50, the pH did not continue to increase between the last two time 

points and instead stabilized at a lower value (pH = 6.26 ± 0.4). The Natural treatment group 

experienced the largest increase in pH throughout Phase III, measured as 6.74 ± 0.09.  

Concentrations of dissolved Fe and Mn fluctuate alongside each other during incubation, 

generally decreasing over the 50-day incubation. Saturation index calculations performed in 

PHREEQC indicate favourable conditions for FeS mineral precipitation in all treatments; however, 

stagnant concentrations of Fe and Mn in the Abiotic Control group suggest that the changes in Mn 

and Fe observed trends are resultant of increasing CEC with pH or biotic FeS mineral precipitation 

facilitated by Fe-oxide and sulfate reduction (Appendix A). 
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Figure 2.1: Concentrations of biogeochemical species overtime. Three distinct phases are 

observed: denitrification (Phase I), sulfate reduction and methanogenesis (Phase II), and AOM 

(Phase III). 
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Figure 2.2 outlines the net rates of production for the major e- donors present in the soil, 

NH4
+, and C2H3O2

-. Calculated rates for the other measured low molecular weight organic carbon 

are available in the Supplementary Materials Figure 2.2. The majority of C2H3O2
- oxidation and 

fermentation occurred during Phase II alongside methanogenesis and the major period of SO4
2- 

reduction, resulting in the net consumption of 7.35 ± 1.14 mM over 14 days (Figure 2.2). A small 

fluctuation in C2H3O2
-concentration occurred during Phase I, which is attributed to the production 

and consumption of H2 (see Figure S2 in Appendix A). In all treatment groups, the rate of acetate 

consumption approached 0 in Phase III, suggesting that C2H3O2
- had come to equilibrium (final 

concentration of 1.18 ± 0.6 mM) or that another e- donor was being consumed.  

Overall, NH4
+ concentrations decreased over time in all treatment groups (net 

consumption); however, the consumption rates were more steady relative to C2H3O2
- trends. Rates 

of NH4
+ production were more variable in treatment groups amended with e- acceptors and/or 

donors (Figure 2.2). In the +Electron Acceptor and +Glucose treatments, NH4
+ consumption was 

close to zero during denitrification (Phase I), suggesting that NO3
- reduction was likely using 

another e- donor. Similar C2H3O2
- to net rates of NH4

+ approached zero in all treatments during 

Phase III. 

Low rates of organic acid and NH4
+ oxidation occur in Phases I and III of the soil 

incubation, despite NO3
- and SO4

2- reduction occurring in these phases, indicating that other 

unmeasured or hidden consumption e- donors (e.g., Fe2+, H2S) may be used at these times. This 

effect is particularly notable in the +Electron Acceptor treatment group, which received excess 

NO3
- and SO4

2-, but appears to have the lowest organic acid and NH4
+ consumption during these 

time points. Energetically-favourable dissimilatory denitrification to ammonia (DNRA) coupled 

to Fe, or S oxidation may explain the prolonged period of SO4
2- reduction experienced by the 
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+Electron Acceptor treatment. Concentrations of NH4
+ and C2H3O2

- remained constant in the 

abiotic control group (1.76 ± 0.1 mM and 7.8 ± 1.3 mM, respectively; Figure S2 Appendix A), 

suggesting that the consumption and production of the e- donors are biotic. 
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Figure 2.2: Net production rates of organic acids and ammonium throughout the incubation. Rates 

are calculated as the difference in concentration between two times points and plotted at the time 

mid-point for their calculation. 
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2.4.2 Solid Phase Analysis 

SEM images reveal relevant concentrations of redox-active Mn and Fe as well as small 

scale minerals, including Fe and Mn associated with oxygen, and framboidal FeS minerals (Figure 

2.3), providing indirect evidence of Fe3+ and SO4
2- reduction. These minerals appear to be 

associated with plant debris, appearing within and around organic structures. 

Average results from the 10 samples used in the hydroxylamine extraction indicate 19.96 

µmol poorly crystalline Fe and 7.92 µmol Mn per gram dry soil. These quantities amount to 503.8 

± 66.4 and 200.1 ± 26.4 µmol Fe3+ and Mn4+, respectively. The total CEC was determined to be 

0.7331 meq g-1 at a pH 4.8, consistent with the published range of peat (Rezanezhad et al., 2016). 

Calcium was the dominant exchangeable cation with an exchangeable concentration of 0.679 meq 

g-1. However, an increase in CEC is expected as pH climbs during Phases II and III, potentially 

masking Fe and Mn precipitation, reduction or oxidation reactions (see Appendix A).
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Figure 2.3: SEM images of the incubated soil samples indicating the presence of Mn-oxides and FeS minerals (A), and Fe- and Mn- 

oxides (B). 
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2.4.3 Energetics Calculations 

Average calculated Gibbs energy values for the favourable catabolic reactions are presented in 

Table 2.3 for each identified Phase. For reactions where the change in Gibbs energy is negative, 

the reaction is considered energetically favourable, releasing energy to its surroundings and the 

catalyzing microorganisms if it proceeds. The calculated Gibbs energies indicate that 

denitrification coupled to Fe or S oxidation reactions (reactions 1 and 2, Table 2.3) are 

thermodynamically favourable at all points of the incubation period for each treatment. The most 

negative Gibbs energy values occurred during Phases I and III, where NO3
- and NO2

- 

concentrations were highest.  

Calculations for Gibbs energy yielded negative values for anammox reactions where MnO2 is 

the e- acceptor and positive values for Fe(OH)3 and SO4
2- reduction reactions. AOM Gibbs energy 

values were negative for all e- acceptors (NO3
-, NO2

-, MnO2, Fe(OH)3, and SO4
2-) throughout the 

incubation period. For anammox and AOM reaction pathways utilizing N, Mn and Fe, the Gibbs 

energy values were the most favourable for anammox, and AOM reaction pathways during Phase 

II, where pH was the lowest and CH4 was the highest (Figure 2.1). This relationship is extrapolated 

in Figures 2.4 and 2.5, where average activities from all treatments at peak CH4 concentration were 

used to calculate ∆𝐺𝑐𝑎𝑡 over a range of pH (4 to 8) and temperature (-5 to 30˚C). Figures 2.4 and 

2.5 demonstrate the relationship between the ∆𝐺𝑐𝑎𝑡, pH, and temperature for anammox and AOM, 

respectively. In both figures, the reactions’ Gibbs energies decrease (i.e., energetic favourability 

increases) as pH and temperature decrease, or in other words, under acidic and cold conditions. 

Endothermic SO4
2- reduction based anammox is the only exception to this trend. AOM paired to 

NO3
-, NO2

- or SO4
2- reduction appeared to be less dependent on porewater pH spanning only a 

range of 5 kJ mol-1 e- compared to the 20 to 40 kJ mol-1 e- range of reactions with Fe(OH)3 and 
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MnO2. For AOM paired to either SO4
2- or Fe(OH)3 reduction, the calculated Gibbs energy was 

found to exceed the equilibrium point, reaching energetically unfavourable (positive) values under 

warm and alkaline conditions. 
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Table 2.3: Calculated ranges of Gibbs Energies calculated for experimental conditions throughout the incubation period. 

e- Donor Reaction Number Balanced Catabolic Reaction 

∆�̅�𝒓 
 [kJ / mol e-] 

Phase I Phase II Phase III 

𝑭𝒆𝟐+ 1 0.2𝑁𝑂3
− + 𝐹𝑒2+ + 2.4𝐻2𝑂 → 0.1𝑁2 + 𝐹𝑒(𝑂𝐻)3 + 1.7𝐻+ -68.18 -64.34 -69.36 

𝑯𝟐𝑺 2 𝑁𝑂3
− + 0.25𝐻2𝑆 + 𝐻2𝑂 → 𝑁𝐻4

+ + 0.25𝑆𝑂4
2− -55.37 -55.63 -55.66 

𝑵𝑯𝟒
+ 

3 𝑁𝐻4
+ + 6𝐹𝑒(𝑂𝐻)3(𝑠)

+ 10𝐻+  → 𝑁𝑂2
− + 6𝐹𝑒2+ + 16𝐻2𝑂 +32.71 +29.56 +34.33 

4 𝑁𝐻4
+ + 0.75𝑆𝑂4

2− → 𝑁𝑂2
− + 0.75𝐻2𝑆 + 𝐻2𝑂 + 0.5𝐻+ +52.44 +52.81 +53.17 

5 𝑁𝐻4
+ + 4𝑀𝑛𝑂2(𝑠)

+ 6𝐻+  → 𝑁𝑂3
− + 4𝑀𝑛2+ + 5𝐻2𝑂 -21.17 -22.11 -20.3 

𝑪𝑯𝟒(𝒂𝒒)
 

6 𝐶𝐻4(𝑎𝑞)
+ 1.6𝑁𝑂3

− + 1.6𝐻+  → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 0.8𝑁2(𝑔)
+ 1.8𝐻2𝑂 -110.81 -111.10 -110.02 

7 𝐶𝐻4(𝑎𝑞)
+ 8𝐹𝑒(𝑂𝐻)3(𝑠)

+ 16𝐻+  → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 8𝐹𝑒2+ + 21𝐻2𝑂 -24.60 -28.10 -22.28 

8 𝐶𝐻4(𝑎𝑞)
+ 𝑆𝑂4

2− + 2𝐻+ → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 𝐻2𝑆 + 𝐻2𝑂 -4.04 -3.72 -2.82 

9 𝐶𝐻4(𝑎𝑞)
+ 4𝑀𝑛𝑂2(𝑠)

+ 8𝐻+  → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 4𝑀𝑛2+ + 5𝐻2𝑂 -82.72 -84.73 -81.98 
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Figure 2.4: Surface area plots for the Gibbs Energy of catabolic anammox reactions. Values are 

calculated using averaged activity data from each soil treatments methane peak time-point. 

 

Figure 2.5: Surface area plots for the Gibbs Energy of catabolic anaerobic oxidation of methane 

reactions. Values are calculated using averaged activity data from each soil treatment's methane 

peak time-point. 
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2.5 Discussion 

In this experiment, a closed incubation was used to simulate the hydrogeochemical conditions 

experienced by soils throughout the winter, where frozen soil may trap biogenic gases (van 

Bochove et al., 2001) and a lack of precipitation inputs may induce static hydraulic and 

geochemical conditions. We observed that the availability of e- donors and acceptors exert an 

essential control on GHG emissions and water quality during the anoxic or  

“frozen” period. 

 

2.5.1  Recycling of TEAs: Denitrification  

In Phase I, NO3
- consumption produced N2O, which was further reduced to N2 during Phase 

II (Figure 2.1). Headspace N2O was consumed more slowly throughout Phase II for the treatments 

amended with e- acceptors, sustaining high concentrations of the potent GHG as NO3
- removal 

continued in soil porewater. Reduced rates of N2O reduction can be attributed to the low 

temperature (5˚C) of the soil incubation (Phillips et al., 2015) and change in pH to acidic 

conditions, which are less favourable for denitrification (Van Den Heuval et al., 2011). Our 

observations of N2O buildup and slowed consumption are consistent with winter observations of 

N2O produced at depth under frozen soil (Burton and Beauchamp, 1994; Koponen et al., 2004; 

Yanai et al., 2011). However, N2O is often reduced before soil thaw, contributing less to the overall 

spring thaw N2O efflux (Wagner-Riddle et al., 2008).  

Throughout the denitrification period (Phase I), organic acid consumption appeared steady, 

indicating a preference toward inorganic e- donors, such as NH4
+, Fe2+ and S. This effect is visible 

particularly in the +Electron Acceptor group whose net production rates of C2H3O2
- and NH4

+ are 

close to zero despite increased NO3
- and N2O reduction between Days 1 and 14 (Figures 2.1 and 
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2.2). Under Phase I's experimental conditions, the reduction of NO3
- paired to Fe2+ oxidation was 

determined to be less energetically favourable than C2H3O2
- oxidation (See Table S2 Appendix 

A). Yet, dissolved Fe2+ and sulfide (i.e., H2S and HS-) oxidation by denitrification has been 

observed separately in the presence of C2H3O2
- in another study (Cardoso et al., 2006), leading to 

increased NH4
+ concentrations resultant of DNRA (Burgin and Hamilton, 2008; Coby et al., 2011). 

Additionally, the oxidation of FeS minerals has been observed in wetland environments, 

mobilizing S as SO4
2- and recycling previously reduced TEA for future redox reactions involving 

C, N and S (Haaijer et al., 2007). Although the apparent co-occurrence of NO3
- and SO4

2- reduction 

may mask the effects of DNRA, this reaction is most evident in the treatments which did not 

receive C6H12O6 as an e- donor where initial SO4
2- concentrations were double the input level in 

the Natural Treatment, unlike in its +Glucose Treatment counterpart. Ultimately, 

chemolithotrophic denitrification may result in increased concentrations of e- acceptors (Fe3+ and 

SO4
2-) and donors (NH4

+) for future reactions.  

We hypothesized that this denitrification-based recycling of TEAs would continue into 

Phase III, stimulated by the cyclical creation of NH4
+ from DNRA and consumption of NH4

+ 

producing NO2
- and NO3

- for future Mn-oxide mediated anammox. This pathway may be further 

stimulated by the presence of reduced Fe and S, which promote DNRA (Zou et al., 2020). The 

recycled TEA from this network could then be utilized for future oxidation reactions, effectively 

masking their use and perpetuating “cryptic nutrient cycles”. 
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Figure 2.6: Conceptual understanding of coupled biogeochemical cycling occurring in the 

incubated soils. Chemical reactions involve anammox, anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM) 

and dissimilatory nitrate reduction to ammonia. 

 

2.5.2 Anammox: NO3
- Regeneration 

Initially high concentrations of NH4
+ decreased throughout the incubation period and 

correlated with increasing concentrations of NO3
- and NO2

- as well as slowed rates of N2O 

reduction during Phases II and III. Anammox is often paired to denitrification, wherein NH4
+ is 

consumed alongside NO2
- or N2O, producing N2 (Thamdrup, 2012). However, bioenergetic 

calculations support the anaerobic oxidation of NH4
+ to NO3

- during MnO2 reduction throughout 
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the entirety of the incubation period (Table 2.3). This reaction pathway has been observed 

previously (Javanaud et al., 2011; Fernandes et al., 2014) and is substantiated by the presence of 

Mn-oxide minerals. As anammox occurs throughout the incubation, NO3
- is consistently 

replenished as an e- acceptor for denitrification, which may in-turn oxidize reduced Fe and S as 

discussed in 2.5.1. The delayed consumption of N2O may further reflect this, as NO3
- reduction 

(produced from anammox) continues to produce N2O, extending its tenure. Moreover, production 

of NH4
+ via Fe- and S- driven denitrification has been observed to promote anammox in natural 

and wastewater- fed artificial wetlands due to increased NH4
+ concentrations (Jones et al., 2017; 

Zou et al., 2020). 

Increased NO3
- and NO2

- concentrations related to anammox are a relatively new microbial 

metabolism carried out by distinct and slow-growing bacteria (Thamdrup, 2012). In this study, the 

anammox reaction network was sustained throughout the incubation, producing increasing or 

stable non-zero concentrations of NO3
- and NO2

- despite ongoing SO4
2- reduction and CH4 

production and consumption. Our observations suggest that anammox can produce NO3
- or NO2

- 

when NH4
+ concentrations are sufficiently high (Figures 2.1 and 2.2). Freshwater wetlands are 

already an ideal habitat for anammox-capable bacteria and archaea, where redox fluctuations are 

common (Zhu et al., 2010). Hence, a closed environment, such as the winter soils, may promote 

inorganic e- donors’ consumption through relatively stagnant conditions and increased NH4
+ 

availability and may also provide a suitable environment for slow-growing anammox organisms 

to thrive.  
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2.5.3 Syntrophic Anaerobic C and N Cycles 

Chemical transformations of nutrients in the subsurface are strongly influenced by 

microbial activity and energetic needs (Thullner and Regnier, 2019). Microbial metabolisms are 

generally observed in sequential order, consuming e- acceptors that yield the most energy first in 

the redox ladder (Bethke et al., 2011). As a result, lower energy reactions such as SO4
2- reduction 

or methanogenesis reactions are often suppressed in favour of more energetically favourable TEAs 

(e.g., NO3
-, Mn4+). During this study, overlaps within the redox ladder were observed, including 

increasing NO3
- concentrations alongside high CH4 concentrations and potential methanogenesis. 

Traditionally, NO3
- reduction yields more energy than CH4 producing pathways (e.g., C2H3O2

- 

fermentation or CO2 reduction during hydrogen-based methanogenesis) and is predicted to occur 

before CH4 generation. We posit that our observation of sustained or increasing concentrations of 

oxidized N species is not a contradiction to the TEA redox ladder. We attribute these results to 

reaction kinetics and an effective e- donor preference under e- acceptor limited conditions, 

complicated by long time steps (14 days) between some measurements. Utilizing both reaction 

kinetics and thermodynamics, the consumption of e- donors appears to occur in a logical order.  

During Phase I, suitably high concentrations of reduced Fe and S result in an exergonic 

DNRA favoured over microbial growth using C2H3O2
- oxidation. Although denitrification using 

C2H3O2
- yields more energy (Table S1 Appendix A), C2H3O2

- has been observed to build-up in the 

environment as other inorganic e- donors are preferentially consumed (Duddlestone et al., 2002). 

The DNRA oxidizes Fe and S, therefore removing its reactants while adding to existing 

concentrations of NH4
+. Once DNRA concludes, a threshold concentration of CH4 must be 

produced for AOM (Thullner et al., 2007), thus C2H3O2
- oxidation and anammox prevail (Table 

2.3). During Phase II, the observed increase in NO3
- is driven by anammox, and CH4 
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concentrations result from recently ceased methanogenesis, as evidenced by near-zero C2H3O2
- 

consumption in Phase III. The oxidative consumption of CH4 follows closely until CH4 

concentrations are suitably low and kinetically unfavourable.  

Although significant concentrations of NH4
+ and organic acids were consumed throughout 

the experiment, less NO3
-, NO2

-, CO2, and CH4 were produced than what was estimated utilizing 

reaction stoichiometries (Appendix A). In Phase III, non-zero concentrations of the TEAs SO4
2-, 

NO3
-, and NO2

- are sustained during AOM, suggesting that soil microbes shift between e- donors 

as CH4 availability declines. The elevated, non-zero concentrations of NO3
-, NO2

-, and SO4
2- are 

resultant of anammox and prolonged DNRA behaving close to steady-state towards the end of the 

incubation. In contrast, during late Phase II and early Phase III, newly formed TEAs were 

consumed quickly to meet microbes’ energetic needs during AOM. This unique reaction network 

is supported by MnO2 reduction coupled to NH4
+ oxidation, a thermodynamically favourable 

system within the context of the Mn species we considered (see Table 2.3). Within redox-

fluctuating zones, Mn may be renewed on a seasonal basis when thaw occurs, and the water table 

eventually lowers, allowing the ingression of O2 for abiotic Mn oxidation (Olivie-Lauquet et al., 

2001; Rezanezhad et al., 2014; Pronk and Mellage et al., 2020). Organic matter, humic substances, 

and C2H3O2
- may also contribute to these reaction pathways by stimulating the biogeochemical 

network with e- shuttling (Saxton et al., 2016; Valenzuela et al., 2017, 2019, 2020; He et al., 2019).  

 

2.5.4 AOM and Anammox: Bioenergetics & Environmental Sensitivity  

Sequential (or “coupled”) anammox and AOM have been previously observed under 

controlled soil experiments (Haroon et al., 2013) but have often been dismissed in terms of real-

world evidence and effect on a large scale (Smemo and Yavitt, 2011; Thamdrup, 2012). The slow 
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growth rates of the microbes capable of anammox or AOM have contributed to this idea (Kartal et 

al., 2013). However, wetlands have been deemed an ideal habitat for anammox microbes stemming 

from their relatively stagnant conditions and redox fluctuations (Zhu et al., 2010). The static 

hydrology, trapping of biogenic gas, and anaerobic conditions experienced by wetlands throughout 

the winter may increase their habitability for anammox microbes in addition to the reaction 

networks' energetic favourability.  

Under winter soil conditions, frozen soil limits the release of biogenic gases and plant 

nutrient uptake, enabling the accumulation of both CH4 and NH4
+. High NH4

+ concentrations 

produced by freezing-induced cell lysis and reduced plant uptake may further increase the 

thermodynamic and kinetic favourability of anammox, facilitating NH4
+ consumption as an e- 

donor throughout the winter (Patel et al., 2018). We observed that under the extended closed 

system conditions (50 days), reactant concentrations (e.g., pH, NH4
+, Mn, CH4) were sufficiently 

high to create thermodynamically favourable conditions. Furthermore, as CH4 concentrations 

increase due to methanogenesis, the microbial community for AOM may grow as AOM becomes 

more kinetically favourable (Smemo and Yavitt, 2007).  

Additionally, both AOM and anammox are potential autotrophic reactions, removing 

inorganic C as biomass in the overall metabolic reaction. Hence the winter (under-ice) conditions 

may also contribute a small CO2 sink function to the soil system’s reaction network. Within the 

soil incubation experiment, we observed a decrease in total inorganic carbon for the treatments 

with unmatched concentrations of e- acceptors and donors and a plateau in DIC for the Natural and 

+Electron Acceptor +Glucose treatment (Figure S3 Appendix A). These observations are 

indicative of autotrophic reactions. However, this biogeochemical network's proposed role in the 

C cycle is susceptible to the duration of anoxia (i.e., duration of soil freezing) in addition to the 
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effects of environmental factors on reaction thermodynamics. Therefore, while northern wetlands 

are one of the largest natural sources of atmospheric CH4, combined anammox and AOM in 

wetlands may limit seasonal CH4 release, despite anoxic conditions that limit aerobic CH4 

oxidation. 

 

2.5.5 AOM and Annamox: Thermodynamic sensitivity 

Our calculations demonstrate that environmental factors, pH and temperature, strongly 

influence the reaction network's thermodynamic favourability in addition to NH4
+ and CH4 

concentrations. For most AOM and anammox pathways, hydrogen ions (H+) are consumed as the 

reaction proceeds (Table 2.3), potentially increasing pH as the reactions proceed in poorly buffered 

systems, as was observed in Phase III of this soil incubation experiment (see Figure 2.1). Figures 

2.4 and 2.5 demonstrate this relationship where the ∆𝐺𝑟 value is more negative for reactions that 

consume H+. Similarly, the proposed reactions are exothermic, increasing in energetic 

favourability at lower temperatures. Hence, AOM and anammox are likely to have increased 

energetic favourability in northern wetlands, which are often cold and acidic (Dedysh, 2009). As 

the energetic favourability of a reaction increases (i.e., as the Gibbs energies become more 

negative), reaction rates may increase as they become less thermodynamically limited (LaRowe et 

al., 2012). However, temperature also exerts direct kinetic control on reaction rates and microbial 

activity, which are likely stronger influences on the reaction rate (Hobbs, 2013; Schipper et al., 

2014; Alster et al., 2020). 

The effect of pH on these reactions’ Gibbs energies would impose an additional temporal 

constraint in poorly buffered systems, which may be unable to maintain a low pH as anammox and 

AOM continue to consume H+ (Figure 2.1). We predict that in well-buffered soils (e.g., enriched 
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in carbonates) AOM and anammox reactions may persist for a longer duration than in soils with a 

low pH buffering capacity. This thermodynamically-informed interpretation also provides a 

framework to predict how pH controls CH4 and NH4
+ oxidation rates. 

 

2.5.6 Environmental Implications  

Different biogeochemical processes throughout the soil incubation period produced peak 

concentrations of associated chemical end products at varying time points (Figure 2.1). Temporal 

fluctuations of dissolved NO3
-, NO2

-, NH4
+, SO4

2-, and DOC (e.g., C2H3O2
-), as well as headspace 

N2O, CO2, and CH4, represent trade-offs to GHG emissions and water quality. For example, the 

consumption of NH4
+ and subsequent production of toxic NO2

- or the removal of CH4 and NO3
- 

through AOM. In the context of our experimental design, the observed concentrations of 

geochemical species would have been released to the atmosphere or neighbouring freshwater had 

the soil ‘thawed’ at that time, resulting in different pulse releases of headspace GHG and export 

of dissolved species (e.g., Fe2+, NO2
-, C2H3O2

-). Ultimately, these observed temporal trends 

emphasize the importance of the winter season duration under dynamic climate conditions in 

vulnerable cold region organic soils for GHG emissions and water quality.  

The closed experiment system facilitated the buildup and eventual consumption of NH4
+ 

and CH4, which were traditionally considered to be anaerobic biogeochemical end products only 

exported from soil systems (Strous and Jetten, 2004). Our energetic calculations support these 

consumption trends and indicate that both consumption reactions, AOM and anammox, were 

energetically favourable. The production and accumulation of the two reactants, NH4
+ and CH4, 

would also make both reactions kinetically advantageous. The reproduction of NO3
- and NO2

- by 

anammox resulted in an extended period of denitrification and further recycling of these TEAs by 
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(chemo)lithoautotrophic reactions such as AOM. We identify that the oxidative consumption of 

CH4 was driven by anammox wherein AOM occurs, in part, using NO3
- produced by MnO2-

mediated anammox reactions (Fernandes et al., 2014). In natural systems, denitrification-driven 

AOM represents a “net good” for GHG emissions and water quality, resulting in a reduction of 

both CH4 (and CO2) emissions and dissolved NO3
- and NO2

- concentrations, which may otherwise 

have continued to increase in the soil porewater.  

The observed coupling of anammox with AOM creates a unique and sensitive biogeochemical 

reaction network, where NO3
- or NO2

- produced by anammox are strong e- acceptors capable of 

oxidizing CH4 in the imposed environment. However, remnant concentrations of porewater NO3
- 

and NO2
- produced by anammox may detract from water quality if leached to groundwater and 

aquatic ecosystems. Additions of chemical energy (NO3
- and SO4

2- and glucose) to the soil impacts 

the potential chemistry of exported porewater through shifts in the timing of denitrification, 

methanogenesis, anammox, and AOM. The addition of a labile carbon source (e- donor) to the 

+Glucose treatment resulted in larger and sustained CH4 concentrations during Phase III without 

additional TEAs. In the treatment amended with labile carbon as well as NO3
- and SO4

2- (+Electron 

Acceptor + Glucose), a unique secondary CH4 peak occurred at the last sampling time point, likely 

related to the steady pH value reached by this time (Figure 2.1). Overall, the addition of N, a redox-

active element, to an anoxic soil system from natural and anthropogenic sources is likely to shift a 

soil system’s natural equilibrium, driving a cascade of biogeochemical reactions and prolong the 

duration of N2O and potentially CH4. 
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2.6 Conclusions 

Under conditions of restricted gas exchange between the atmosphere and organic soil and low 

temperature, we identified three phases in our experiments exhibiting distinct temporal trends in 

the dominant biogeochemical species and their associated processes throughout the winter. Under 

the imposed anoxic conditions, the progressive reductive consumption of the TEAs NO3
- and SO4

2- 

proceeded as expected through Phase I. Under the prolonged closed system conditions (Phases II 

& III), we observed the occurrence of anaerobic chemolithoautotrophic reactions, including AOM 

and anammox. Stable DOC concentrations reflect the favourability of AOM and anammox 

reactions over organic carbon oxidation despite high concentrations of C2H3O2
- persisting in 

porewater. Energetic calculations support the interpretation that the consumption (by oxidation) of 

CH4 and NH4
+, which accumulated under the imposed closed system conditions, could be coupled 

to NO3
-, Fe3+, Mn4+, and SO4

2- reduction. The energetic calculations also demonstrate that these 

reactions are especially favourable under the experiment’s low temperature and acidic conditions. 

The presence of amorphous MnO2 meaningfully supports this reaction network because of their 

ability to oxidize NH4
+ to NO3

- and H2S to SO4
2- for CH4 consumption, another example of the 

tight coupling of C, N and S biogeochemistry in organic soils.  

The identified AOM and anammox metabolisms have a negative feedback-type relationship 

with pH, where porewater becomes more alkaline and less conducive to AOM or anammox 

reactions as they proceed, eventually allowing a new CH4 peak to develop. Our results suggest that 

CO2 and CH4 emissions from northern seasonally ice-covered organic soils are likely much lower 

than their production rates by respiration and methanogenesis despite the absence of oxygen to 

oxidize biogenic CH4. Overall, these results highlight the importance of ice cover duration to 

winter soil processes, provide insight into their biogeochemical end products, and demonstrates a 
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need to further understanding of the coupled cycling of C, N, and S during the winter season where 

chemical energy-limited organic soils may have limited exchange with the atmosphere.  
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3 Rates of Anaerobic Methane Oxidation in the Environment: An 

Energetic Approach 

3.1 Introduction  

In Chapter 2, the role of chemical energy availability was investigated to improve our 

understanding of how changes in e- donor and acceptor availability (e.g., from land-use 

management) may influence carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) dynamics in wetlands soils under 

seasonally frozen conditions. An observation of syntrophic C and N cycles resulted in the 

anaerobic oxidations of ammonium and methane (anammox and AOM, respectively). These 

observations were supported by thermodynamic calculations and extrapolated to compute the 

Gibbs Energy of the catabolic reaction (∆𝐺𝑟𝑇𝑐𝑎𝑡

° ) over a range of temperature and pH, highlighting 

AOM and anammox's dependencies on environmental factors. Although many observations of 

both anammox and AOM exist, these reactions' rates are necessary to understand how these 

geomicrobial networks may impact greenhouse gas emissions over time to limit CH4 release. This 

chapter's main objective is to develop a bioenergetics informed framework capable of estimating 

the maximum rate of AOM reactions using the concentration of CH4, the identity of the terminal 

electron acceptor (TEA) and temperature.  

 

3.1.1 The Role of Soils in Methane Emissions 

CH4 is a potent greenhouse gas (GHG) with 25 times the global warming potential of carbon 

dioxide (CO2) on a 100-year time scale (Forster et al., 2007). CH4, the most reduced form of 

inorganic C and penultimate step of organic matter mineralization, is naturally produced by 

anaerobic reactions mediated by microorganisms who gain energy from its production. Wetlands 

are the single most significant contributor of atmospheric CH4 globally, emitting an average of 
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164 Tg CH4 each year from the anaerobic decomposition of organic matter (Bridgham et al., 2013). 

An additional 103 Tg CH4 per year is estimated to be released from organic C exported from soils 

into inland freshwater reservoirs (e.g., lakes, impoundments, and rivers) (Bastviken et al., 2011). 

Conversely, marine environments emit a combination of biogenic CH4 and gas released from 

geologic deposits (e.g., hydrocarbon seeps, methane hydrate reservoirs) (Saunois et al., 2016). 

Weber et al. (2019) found that oceanic CH4 emissions are driven by biogenic CH4 ebullition in 

shallow coastal waters resulting in total oceanic CH4 emissions between 6 and 12 Tg per annum. 

Amplified warming effects in mid- to high- latitude regions, dominated by wetland soils, are 

expected to mobilize C stores in perennially and seasonally frozen soils and further stimulate 

ongoing SOM degradation. The predicted increase in CH4 emissions may have vital feedback to 

climate change mechanisms furthering warming effects (Dean et al., 2018); however, the quantity 

of CH4 released to the atmosphere from terrestrial environments depends not only on its production 

but also its transport and consumption (See Figure 3.1).  

The primary sink for CH4 in the environment is methanotrophy, wherein CH4 is oxidized to 

CO2 by oxygen (O2) as it diffuses out of the anoxic zone. However, as a robust e- donor, CH4 may 

be used as a reducing agent under O2 limited conditions using an alternative TEA. AOM is an 

energy-yielding pathway (Gibbs Energy, ∆𝐺𝑟298
° < 0) for chemosynthetic organisms who derive 

their energy by catalyzing oxidation reactions using inorganic e- donors. Under standard 

conditions, AOM is an exergonic reaction when paired with the reduction of common TEAs found 

in anoxic environments, including nitrate (NO3
-), nitrite (NO2

-), ferric iron (Fe3+, e.g., goethite, 

ferrihydrite), manganese (Mn4+, e.g., pyrolusite), and sulfate (SO4
2-) (Bethke et al., 2011) (Table 

3.1). Intuitively, as CH4 diffuses out of the subsurface, it crosses through these redox zonations 

and may be consumed for energy production (Figure 3.1). Yet, AOM has predominantly been 
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observed in marine environments and less frequently in freshwater ecosystems, contributing 

substantially more CH4 to the atmosphere each year. 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Conceptual understanding of CH4 production, consumption and transport in 

terrestrial environments (Dean et al., 2018). 
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Table 3.1: Balanced catabolic CH4 oxidation reactions and their associated Gibbs energy under standard conditions. 

TEA Reaction Number Balanced Catabolic Reaction ∆𝑮𝒓𝟐𝟗𝟖
°  

[kJ / mol e-] 

𝑶𝟐 1 2𝑂2(𝑎𝑞)
+ 𝐶𝐻4(𝑎𝑞)

+ → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 𝐻2𝑂 -107.32 

𝑵𝑶𝟐
− 1 𝐶𝐻4(𝑎𝑞)

+ 2.67𝑁𝑂2
− + 2.7𝐻+  → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 1.33𝑁2(𝑔)

+ 2.3𝐻2𝑂 -130.63 

𝑵𝑶𝟑
− 2 𝐶𝐻4(𝑎𝑞)

+ 1.6𝑁𝑂3
− + 1.6𝐻+  → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 0.8𝑁2(𝑔)

+ 1.8𝐻2𝑂 -104.68 

𝑴𝒏𝟒+ 3 𝐶𝐻4(𝑎𝑞)
+ 4𝑀𝑛𝑂2(𝑠)

+ 8𝐻+  → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 4𝑀𝑛2+ + 5𝐻2𝑂 -103.27 

𝑭𝒆𝟑+ 4 𝐶𝐻4(𝑎𝑞)
+ 8𝐹𝑒(𝑂𝐻)3(𝑠)

+ 16𝐻+  → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 8𝐹𝑒2+ + 21𝐻2𝑂 -63.03 

𝑺𝑶𝟒
𝟐− 5 𝐶𝐻4(𝑎𝑞)

+ 𝑆𝑂4
2− + 2𝐻+ → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 𝐻2𝑆 + 𝐻2𝑂 -13.66 
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In marine environments, AOM is estimated to consume upwards of 90% of produced CH4 

(Dale et al., 2006); and the reaction is most commonly observed along the SO4
2- reduction and 

methanogenesis interface where high concentrations of SO4
2- alongside upward diffusing CH4 

drive a syntrophic reaction pathway (Iverson and Jorgensen, 1985). More recently, AOM has also 

been observed in marine environments using other e- acceptors, including Fe- and Mn-oxides 

within and above the methanogenic zone (Beal et al., 2009; Aromokeye, et al., 2020). 

Amendments of NO2
- to marine sediments have also yielded AOM observations expanding the 

dynamic range in TEA capacity for AOM organisms (Shen et al., 2016). The absence of high SO4
2- 

concentrations in freshwater settings had long perpetuated the ideology that AOM pathways would 

not be sustainable in these environments (e.g., wetlands, lakes, or rivers), resulting in their more 

considerable contribution of biogenic CH4 to the atmosphere. The growing interest in AOM has 

debunked this theory, with >602 articles available on the Web of Science studying various 

environments and reactions using different TEA (Figure 3.2).  

 

 

Figure 3.2: Publications in the Web of Science with "anaerobic oxidation of methane" included 

within the title or as a keyword. 
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Freshwater lakes have a demonstrated capacity for AOM (Martinez-Cruz et al., 2018), 

including a permanently frozen lake in Antarctica (Saxton et al., 2016). AOM in wetlands has been 

observed at high rates, up to 270 nmol cm-3 day-1 using Fe-oxides or SO4
2- (Segarra et al., 2015) 

and at lower rates using natural organic matter as an e- acceptor (Valenzuela et al., 2017). NO3
- 

and NO2
- additions to soil incubations have also been demonstrated to create favourable conditions 

for AOM (Noroi and Thamdrup, 2014; Shi et al., 2017), in some cases resulting in net-zero CH4 

emissions (Deutzmann et al., 2014). A hidden link between anaerobic C and N cycles is recently 

hypothesized to provide NO3
- and NO2

- naturally for AOM through anammox (Hu et al., 2014), 

as discussed in Chapter 2 of this thesis. This phenomenon is masked by the proximity of the NO3
- 

reducing zone to the aerobic layer and redox fluctuating zone where anammox bacteria thrive (Zhu 

et al., 2010). The process of AOM paired to denitrification, or iron-oxide reduction (Hu et al., 

2014; Segarra et al., 2015) is a previously overlooked CH4 sink. Hence, Fe- and N-driven AOM 

rates should be considered a dynamic piece of the global C cycle, responding to environmental 

change (Zhu et al., 2010).  

 

3.1.2 Thermodynamic-Kinetic Models for AOM 

The overall rate of reaction depends on the thermodynamic favourability and the availability 

of e- donors and acceptors. In a biogeochemical system, the reaction rate can be predicted using 

Monod type kinetics with a thermodynamic factor for low energy environments, as discussed in 

Chapter 1 (Eq. 7). In the rate calculation, the substrate utilization rate is a fraction of the maximum 

rate determined by the thermodynamic and kinetic factors (𝐹𝑇 and 𝐹𝐾, respectively). The values of 

𝐹𝑇 and 𝐹𝐾 range between 0 and 1, increasing as kinetic and thermodynamic limitations are 

removed. 𝐹𝐾 is dependent on the availability of e- donors and acceptors relative to their related 
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half-saturation constants 𝐾𝑆
𝐸𝐷and 𝐾𝑆

𝐸𝐴. Previously, the half-saturation constant for methane (𝐾𝑆
𝐶𝐻4) 

was unknown and assumed to be far greater than dissolved CH4 concentrations (Dale et al., 2006). 

In a kinetic simulation of marine AOM with SO4
2- reduction by Dale et al. (2008) used a baseline 

𝐾𝑆
𝐸𝐷 equivalent to 1500 µM was used. The study yielded results similar to the expectation that 

AOM removes >90% of marine CH4, determining that <1% of CH4 from marine sediments reaches 

the water column. However, Yu et al. (2017) recently put forward a much smaller value for 𝐾𝑆
𝐶𝐻4 

of 83 µM determined from fitting experimental data using a kinetic model. The substantially lower 

value of 𝐾𝑆
𝐶𝐻4 virtually eliminates the kinetic limitations derived from low dissolved CH4 

concentrations. This experiment was performed by incubating return activated sludge from North 

Middlessex, Ontario, Canada at 37˚C, and paired AOM with denitrification. Applying a singular 

𝐾𝑆
𝐸𝐷 to all environments may be difficult, as the substrate utilization can be organism-dependent 

and shaped by community composition and history (Pala-Ozkok et al., 2012). 

 

3.1.3 Linear Free Energy Relationship 

Thermodynamic calculations are not equivalent to the kinetic rate of reaction; however, 

they can be proportional. Marcus theory (Marcus, 1964) predicts a linear free energy relationship 

(LFER) between thermodynamic parameters and the kinetics of e- transfer, including reduction-

oxidation reactions catalyzed by microorganisms using similar reaction mechanisms and 

equilibrium fractionation factors (Silverstein, 2012; Joe-Wong et al., 2019). In application, this 

produces a log-linear relationship between the reaction rate (r) and ∆𝐺𝑟
° predicting higher reaction 

rates for processes yielding the most energy. This relationship has been observed largely in abiotic 

reactions but has been applied for the microbially mediated reactions of Fe-oxide reduction 

(Bonneville et al., 2009) and degradation of some organic compounds (Leffler and Grunwald, 
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1963; Luan et al., 2015). The slope of the LFER best fit line typically has a value between 0 and 

1 (Leffler and Grunwald, 1963). Although the relationship is empirical, LFERs are a powerful tool 

for estimating reaction rates and, by extension, the associated consumption and production of their 

chemical constituents (Bonneville et al., 2009).  

 

3.1.4 The Role of Temperature in Reaction Kinetics 

The temperature of an environment (or experiment) may influence a microbially mediated 

reaction rate through the reactants' solubility and energy yield. Additionally, temperature exerts a 

significant influence over a microbial community's shape, growth, and activity level (Petterson 

and Baath, 2003; Sattley and Madigan, 2006; Robador et al., 2009), in which microbial activity 

typically increases towards an optimal temperature and declines thereafter. Climate change-driven 

increases in temperature are also anticipated to enhance soil respiration (Kirschbaum, 1995, 2000; 

Davidson and Janssens, 2006). However, the optimum temperature for a microbial community can 

vary regionally, with annual and seasonal temperature regimes affecting community composition, 

as discussed by Petterson and Baath (2003). Microbial communities adapted to cooler climates 

may have optimal an optimal temperature for biomass growth below 30˚C. A study comparing 

SO4
2- reduction rates in arctic and temperate marine sediments determined optimal temperatures 

of 22˚C and 33˚C for the arctic and temperate zone sediments, respectively (Sattley and Madigan, 

2006).  

A model developed by Rosso et al. (1993) linked the maximum microbial growth rate with 

cardinal temperature (minimum, optimum, and maximum) points for a microbial community (Eq. 

3.1): 
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𝜇𝑚𝑎𝑥 =  {

𝑇 < 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛,  0.0
𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 < 𝑇 < 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥,  𝜇𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑓𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝

𝑇 > 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥,  0.0 
 

 

(3.1) 

𝑓𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝

=
(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 )(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 )

2

(𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑡 − 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛)[(𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑡 − 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 )(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑡) − (𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑡 − 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥)(𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑡 + 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 2𝑇)]
 

 

 

where 𝜇𝑚𝑎𝑥 [hr-1] is the maximum specific growth rate, T [˚C] is the in situ or experimental 

temperature, 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥, and 𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑡 [˚C] are the minimum, maximum, and optimum temperatures 

for microbial growth, respectively, and 𝑓𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝 is the unitless temperature factor. This model was 

paired with an optimum pH for microbial growth, amplifying the temperature-dependency of 

microbial growth yields. Ultimately, maximal growth rates were predicted when microorganisms 

operate within their optimal temperature and pH ranges (Rosso et al., 1995). 

 In this chapter, rates of AOM were investigated across various environments to construct 

a bioenergetics informed framework capable of estimating the rate of AOM as a function of CH4 

concentration, TEA, and temperature. AOM rates were collected from publications in addition to 

their associated environment, pH, temperature, identified TEA, and CH4 concentration to compute 

the maximum reaction rate. Values for 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥, and 𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑡 were determined based on the AOM 

rates observed temperatures and applied to develop a LFER between maximum rate and energy 

yield at 𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑡. Thus, reactions yielding more energy are anticipated to occur more rapidly, with the 

fastest reaction rates expected for the most thermodynamically favourable TEA (i.e., NO2
-). 

Overall, this chapter aims to review AOM rates from previous studies and construct a framework 

for predicting AOM, providing insight into how anaerobic CH4 consumption limits emissions to 

the atmosphere. 
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3.2 Data Collection and Analyses  

3.2.1 Data Collection  

Data was collected from peer-reviewed articles reporting rates calculated from labelled or 

isotopic soil incubation experiments to develop a bioenergetics-informed framework for AOM 

rates. Articles were identified systematically by searching the Web of Science database and using 

cross-referencing. The methods used in each study were carefully screened to understand the 

experimental set-up, calculated rates and concentrations provided (i.e., net rates, instantaneous 

rate, instantaneous concentration, etc.), and assess the suitability of the article. Data recorded from 

each article included the general environment type, field site and specific sample location (e.g, 

lake, depth), methods used for calculations, pH, incubation time and temperature, CH4 

concentration, CH4 consumption rate, TEA identity, TEA concentration, TEA amendment, and 

any other relevant information or author observations (e.g., thermodynamic computations 

completed by the author). From some studies, CH4 concentrations and AOM rates were retrieved 

from plot digitization using the Plot Digitizer Java software. Digitized observations were noted 

during data collection, and values were rounded to have the same number of significant digits as 

the relevant axis. Overall, 23 papers were identified, providing 230 calculated AOM rates from 

isotopic or labelled carbon studies at 30 unique environments (Table 3.2); 122 of the identified 

AOM rates were appropriate to include in the �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥 calculation. 
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Table 3.2: Selected papers for the rates study, including the number of points viable for the 

maximum rate calculations. 

Publication 
Number of Observations 

Overall Included in �̅�𝒎𝒂𝒙 calculation 

Aromokeye et al. (2020) 1 1 

Bar-Or et al. (2017) 1 1 

Beal et al. (2009) 3 3 

Bowles et al. (2019) 12 - 

Egger et al. (2015) 1 1 

Girguis et al. (2003) 7 - 

Haroon et al. (2013) 1 1 

Iverson et al. 1985 14 14 

Iverson et al. 1987 11 - 

Kip et al. (2012) 20 - 

Martinez-Cruz et al. (2017) 1 1 

Martinez-Cruz et al. (2018) 18 - 

Noroi and Thamdrup (2014) 21 19 

Raghoebarsing et al. (2006) 1 1 

Saxton et al. (2016) 21 4 

Segarra et al. (2015) 36 30 

Shen et al. (2016) 28 23 

Shi et al., (2017) 8 2 

Sivan et al. (2011) 1 1 

Valenzuela et al. (2017) 5 2 

Valenzuela et al. (2020) 1 - 

Weber et al. (2017) 12 12 

Yu et al. (2017) 6 6 

Total 230 122 
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3.2.2 Rate Calculations 

The maximum rate of AOM was calculated using the collected data in a re-arranged and 

simplified version of Eq. 1.7, which utilizes the single-Monod equation and is independent of the 

biomass fraction (Eq. 3.2): 

�̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑅 ∙ (
[𝐶𝐻4](𝑎𝑞)

𝐾𝑆
𝐶𝐻4 + [𝐶𝐻4](𝑎𝑞)

∙ 𝐹𝑇)

−1

 (3.2) 

 

where [𝐶𝐻4](𝑎𝑞) is the concentration of aqueous CH4 calculated for articles reporting equilibrium 

headspace CH4 concentrations. The factor 𝐹𝑇 uses the ∆𝐺𝑅𝑜𝑏𝑠

°  calculated for the catabolic reaction 

at the observation points temperature using the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation (Eq. 1.4). Three 

iterations of calculations were performed using 𝐾𝑆
𝐶𝐻4 of 100 µM in the first iteration, 1500 µM in 

the second iteration, and a value of 100 and 1500 µM in the third iteration for freshwater and 

marine environments, respectively. 

For studies reporting gaseous concentrations of headspace CH4, the temperature-dependent 

dissolved fraction was computed using the Van’t Hoff equation (Eq. 3.3) to determine the 

temperature-dependent equilibrium constant and Henry’s Law (Eq. 3.4): 

 
ln 𝐾𝐻𝑜𝑏𝑠

= ln 𝐾𝐻298
−

∆𝐻𝑅
°

𝑅
(

1

𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠
−

1

298.15
) (3.3) 

 
[𝐶𝐻4](𝑎𝑞) = 𝐾𝐻𝑜𝑏𝑠

[𝐶𝐻4](𝑔)

𝑅𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠
 (3.4) 

where 𝐾𝐻𝑜𝑏𝑠
 is the unitless equilibrium constant at the observation temperature, 𝐾𝐻298

 [mol L-1 

atm-1] is the equilibrium constant at 25˚C, ∆𝐻𝑅
°  [kJ mol-1] is the enthalpy of the reaction under 

standard conditions, 𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠 [K] is the observation point's temperature, and R ([kJ mol-1 K-1] and [L 

atm K-1 mol-1] for equations 3.3 and 3.4, respectively) is the ideal gas constant. For articles 
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reporting dissolved CH4 concentrations, the reported value was cross-checked with the 

temperature dependant CH4 solubility (𝐾𝐻298
= 1.29 × 10-3 M atm-1 at standard temperature and 

pressure (Stumm and Morgan, 1996)). 

The AOM observation points occur across a variety of habitats with different temperature 

ranges. Hence, for comparison �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥 is normalized by the 𝑓𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝 function (Eq. 8). Adding this 

function to Eq. 3.2 yields a final formula: 

 
�̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑅 ∙ (

[𝐶𝐻4](𝑎𝑞)

𝐾𝑆
𝐶𝐻4 + [𝐶𝐻4](𝑎𝑞)

∙ 𝐹𝑇 ∙ 𝑓𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝)

−1

 

 

(3.5) 

 

The values of 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑡, and 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 within the 𝑓𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝 function were determined using a non-linear 

optimization in R (nloptr package version 1.2.2.2; Ypma et al., 2020) to generate least-squares 

lines for the relationship between ∆𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑡
°  and �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥 (LFER). ∆𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑡

°  was calculated using the Gibbs 

Helmholtz equation (Eq. 1.4) for the determined 𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑡 value. The constraints for optimization 

(presented in Table 3.3) were selected to maintain integrity for environmental conditions.  

 

Table 3.3: Constraints applied to the optimization for fTemp parameters. fTemp values are always 

expected to be greater than zero for publications observing the reaction mechanism. 

Variable Constraint 

𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 0℃ < 𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑡 < 𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑚𝑖𝑛
 

𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑡 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 < 𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑡 < 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 

𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥
< 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 < 45℃ 

𝑓𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝 0 < 𝑓𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝 

 

To account for the various environments AOM rates collected from; the fTemp optimization was 

computed in groups depending on the observation temperature. Up to five temperature groups were 
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used to produce 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑡, and 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 values tailored to the microbial community within an 

observation temperature range. This optimization was repeated for each of the three 𝐾𝑆
𝐶𝐻4 iterations 

described earlier.  

 

3.2.3 Assumptions 

The AOM rates collected were retrieved from various publications using different methods, 

and the results were reported in different units. When appropriate data was unavailable from the 

methods section to compute between units, assumptions were made efficiently on an as-needed 

basis. These included assuming the porosity and particle density of the soil. For mineral soils, 

values of 0.5 and 2.6 g cm-3 were adopted for the porosity and particle density, respectively, and 

for organic soils, values of 0.85 and 1.3 g cm-3 were assumed (Ruhlmann et al., 2006). For gas unit 

conversions, CH4 was assumed to behave as an ideal gas at a pressure of 1 atm unless otherwise 

stated within the publication.  

 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Meta-data Synthesis 

The collected data covers a wide range of freshwater and marine environments and 

temperatures (Figure 3.3), including AOM in freshwater and soda lakes, freshwater sediment, 

wetlands, and marine environments (e.g., cold seeps, brackish wetlands). Observations of AOM 

from coastal wetlands containing saline water were classified as a marine environment. The 

freshwater sediment category is composed, primarily, of studies that amended sediment from lakes 

and ponds with wastewater sludge. Despite high concentrations of SO4
2- driving AOM in marine 
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sediments, only one AOM rate study was produced for soda lake environments within the meta-

data. No calculated rates of AOM in dammed reservoirs were obtained. 

The most common TEA attributed to AOM was SO4
2- followed by NO3

-, NO2
-, and Fe-oxides. 

Most NO3
- and NO2

- AOM observations were derived from studies amending sediment porewater 

with N regardless of environments. Additionally, a limited number of studies attributed the AOM 

reaction to natural organic matter (NOM), N2O or Mn-oxides reduction, indicating their capacity 

to facilitate CH4 oxidation when available. Without the amendment of TEA to the soil experiment, 

the e- acceptor used for AOM was unclear using trends and stoichiometry for its identification. 

Roughly half (108) of the identified studies were unable to attribute the CH4 oxidation to a singular 

TEA and could not be included in the AOM �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥 calculation (Table 3.3). Additionally, in some 

studies, the author often attributed the AOM rate to a TEA with a disclaimer that the involvement 

of other TEAs could not be ruled out.  

Of the collected 230 AOM data points, only 119 pH values were reported, limiting the ability 

to include pH as a function of AOM. Only seven publications (55 data points) reported both pH 

and a TEA and could be included in the �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥 calculation. The energetic yield of AOM has a strong 

dependence on pH, as discussed in Chapter 2. Hence, the absence of pH data for AOM rate 

calculations is a short-coming for CH4 oxidation due to its influence over the reaction’s 

thermodynamic favourability and microbial growth rate. 
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Figure 3.3: Metadata analysis of the collected anaerobic oxidation of methane rates demonstrating 

the data's distribution across environments, temperature, and pH as well as the e- acceptor 

attributed to the reaction. FWL = freshwater lake, FWS = freshwater sediment, W = wetland, SL 

= soda lake, and M = marine. 
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3.3.2 AOM Rates in Different Environments 

 The reported rates of AOM in each publication demonstrate a universal capacity for CH4 

across freshwater and marine environments regardless of TEA amendment (Figure 3.4). 

Unamended freshwater environments (lakes, sediment and wetlands) appear to have a median rate 

of ~104 nmol L-1 day-1, while unamended marine environments have a slightly higher AOM rate. 

The rate of AOM in soda lakes appears significantly lower at ~102 nmol L-1 day-1. Notably, the 

observed rates were calculated using different methods and are not temperature corrected for their 

location within the classification. For instance, the unamended freshwater lake category contains 

a cluster of 16 points measured at Lake Fryxell, a perennially frozen lake in Antarctica. These 

AOM rates were measured at a temperature of 2.1˚C and ranged from ~10-0.4 to ~101.3 nmol L-1 

day-1. In contrast, a study by Bowles et al. (2019) produced the highest known AOM rates (107 

nmol L-1 day-1) with the addition of up to 50 mM CH4 to marine sediment incubated at 5˚C. 

In the AOM rates reported for sediments amended with TEA, the largest rates appear in 

association with the energy level of the amended e- acceptor (Figure 3.4). Overall, smaller ranges 

in AOM rates exist for sediments amended with TEA. Rates were highest in the freshwater 

sediment category where NO3
-, a higher energy TEA, was added to the sediments from ponds and 

rivers. Although NO2
- was amended to marine sediments for AOM, the average rate of AOM in 

the amended marine category was lower than that of either the freshwater lake or wetlands. 

Significantly fewer observations of wetland soils and soda lake sediments amended with TEA exist 

in contrast to the other environments.  
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Figure 3.4: Ranges of anaerobic oxidation of methane rates observed across different 

environments using natural or amended concentrations of TEAs. FWL = freshwater lake, FWS = 

freshwater sediment, W = wetland, SL = soda lake, and M = marine. 

 

Figure 3.5: Identified e- acceptors used in anaerobic oxidation of methane per environment. FWL 

= freshwater lake, FWS = freshwater sediment, W = wetland, SL = soda lake, and M = marine. 
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3.3.3 fTemp Optimization and Maximum Rate Calculations 

The fTemp optimization resulted in a higher r2 value for ∆𝐺𝑅𝑜𝑝𝑡

°  and �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥 in contrast to ∆𝐺𝑅𝑜𝑏𝑠

°  

and �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥 with a p-value less than 0.005 for all runs with variable amounts of temperature bins (T-

Bins) (Table 3.4). The r2 value increased with an increasing number of temperature divisions for 

the fTemp optimization. These increases in r2 were small and ranged from 0.03 to 0.05 depending 

on the 𝐾𝑆
𝐶𝐻4 value used to calculate �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥. The lowest correlation between ∆𝐺𝑅𝑜𝑝𝑡

°  and �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥 occurs 

in the optimization using different 𝐾𝑆
𝐶𝐻4 for freshwater and marine environments, while a higher 

𝐾𝑆
𝐶𝐻4 (1500 µM) resulted in a slightly better correlation overall (i.e., regardless of the number of 

T-bins).  

Optimal values of 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥, and 𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑡 vary with changes in the number of T-bins and 

𝐾𝑆
𝐶𝐻4 value(s) used (Table 3.5). Computed 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 values ranged from 0 to ~2.7˚C, the average 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 

value computed between all 𝐾𝑆
𝐶𝐻4 and T-bin runs is 1.34 ˚C with the highest 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 values occurring 

in the iteration with four T-Bins and a 𝐾𝑆
𝐶𝐻4 equivalent to 1500 µM. Computed 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 ranged from 

~12˚C to ~37˚C with an average value of ~26˚C overall. Similar trends occurred for the values of 

𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑡 whose values ranged from ~2 to ~29˚C, and the average overall value was ~18.25˚C. The 

𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑡 and 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 computed by the fTemp optimization were lower than anticipated in most iterations 

and may not be representative of the environment with the chosen constraints.  

Without the inclusion of the optimized fTemp function, the initial log-linear relationship 

between ∆𝐺𝑅𝑜𝑏𝑠

°  and �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥 is low (Table 3.4). The standardization of the ∆𝐺𝑅
°  and �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥 values by 

an optimal temperature resulted in a better correlation and slightly elevated �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥 values (Figure 

3.3). Higher values of 𝐾𝑆
𝐶𝐻4 result in a smaller 𝐹𝐾 applied to the observed rates, and ultimately 

yield higher �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥 for all TEAs. As hypothesized, �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥 generally increases as ∆𝐺𝑅
°  becomes more 
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negative; however, some outliers exist for all TEAs. Notably, with the inclusion of the fTemp 

correction, �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥 computed for AOM with NO2
- reduction results in a cluster of low rates (Figure 

3.4). The calculated range of �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥 is large for all TEAs, ranging several orders of magnitude. 

Overall, NO3
- has the highest average �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥 computed (including all T-bin and 𝐾𝑆

𝐶𝐻4 iterations; 

~1011.5 nmol L-1 day-1) followed by Fe3+ (1010 nmol L-1 day-1), SO4
2- (109.5 nmol L-1 day-1), and 

NO2
- (109 nmol L-1 day-1). 
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Table 3.4: Statistical results of the fTemp optimization in comparison to the unstandardized 

relationship. 

𝑲𝑺
𝑪𝑯𝟒[𝝁𝑴] 

fTemp optimization Without fTemp 

Number 

of T-

Bins 

𝒓𝟐 p Slope 𝒓𝟐 p Slope 

𝟏𝟓𝟎𝟎 

5 0.2586 3.05 × 10-9 0.0650 

0.0781 2 × 10-3 0.0115 

4 0.2490 6.58 × 10-9 0.0573 

3 0.2525 4.98 × 10-9 0.0637 

2 0.2258 4.15 × 10-8 0.0588 

1 0.2278 3.56 × 10-8 0.0610 

𝟏𝟎𝟎 

5 0.2576 3.29 × 10-9 0.0619 

0.0925 7.3 × 10-4 0.010 

4 0.2575 3.33 × 10-9 0.0588 

3 0.2561 3.73 × 10-9 0.0575 

2 0.2440 9.90 × 10-9 0.0580 

1 0.2339 2.21 × 10-8 0.0574 

𝑲𝑺𝑺𝑾

𝑪𝑯𝟒

= 𝟏𝟎𝟎 

𝑲𝑺𝑴

𝑪𝑯𝟒

= 𝟏𝟓𝟎𝟎 

5 0.2355 1.93 × 10-8 0.0624 

0.0681 4.0 × 10-3 0.0104 

4 0.2289 3.26 × 10-8 0.0615 

3 0.2331 2.35 × 10-8 0.0604 

2 0.2094 1.44 × 10-7 0.0552 

1 0.1853 9.26 × 10-7 0.05090 
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Table 3.5: Calculated Tmin, Topt, and Tmax values for the fTemp optimization iterations. 

# of 
T-Bins 

Temperature Bin 

Temperature Results 

𝑲𝑺
𝑪𝑯𝟒 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎 𝝁𝑴 𝑲𝑺

𝑪𝑯𝟒 = 𝟏𝟓𝟎𝟎 𝝁𝑴 𝑲𝑺𝑺𝑾

𝑪𝑯𝟒 = 𝟏𝟎𝟎 𝝁𝑴,  𝑲𝑺𝑴

𝑪𝑯𝟒 = 𝟏𝟓𝟎𝟎𝝁𝑴 

𝑻𝒎𝒊𝒏[℃] 𝑻𝒐𝒑𝒕[℃] 𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙[℃] 𝑻𝒎𝒊𝒏[℃] 𝑻𝒐𝒑𝒕[℃] 𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙[℃] 𝑻𝒎𝒊𝒏[℃] 𝑻𝒐𝒑𝒕[℃] 𝑻𝒎𝒂𝒙[℃] 

5 

𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠 ≤ 8℃ 1.0696 7.3225 11.8363 1.0247 6.8304 11.5503 1.0113 6.9199 11.8783 

8℃ < 𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠 ≤ 16℃ 0.8321 1.9778 15.0100 0.9769 5.8739 15.0718 1.0091 6.1870 15.0100 

16℃ < 𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠 ≤ 24℃ 1.0786 15.1783 22.2100 1.0059 17.1222 22.2552 0.9977 18.0157 22.2100 

24℃ < 𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠 ≤ 32℃ 1.2567 29.2860 29.2993 1.0913 29.1097 29.1097 1.0548 29.02640 29.0265 

32℃ < 𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠 2.0070 23.5626 37.0100 1.3143 29.2673 37.0100 1.3190 29.1082 37.0100 

4 

𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠 ≤ 10℃ 1.0520 7.5730 12.4528 1.0275 7.8326 12.1143 1.0143 7.1960 13.0201 

10℃ < 𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠 ≤ 20℃ 2.4716 20.9423 20.9477 1.3792 20.9788 20.9788 1.2532 21.2914 21.3041 

20℃ < 𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠 ≤ 30℃ 2.6371 29.4850 29.4994 1.5298 29.7833 29.7841 1.5334 29.4484 29.4615 

30℃ < 𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠 2.6892 21.5508 37.0124 1.3974 28.5239 37.2614 1.5436 27.1720 37.0100 

3 

𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠 ≤ 15℃ 0.9825 8.1999 15.0100 0.9084 8.2903 15.0100 0.9735 8.3773 15.0100 

15℃ < 𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠 ≤ 30℃ 0.6088 19.4586 29.9315 0.4089 14.4407 29.7527 0.6342 18.2358 29.7848 

30℃ < 𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠 1.6938 24.9058 37.0100 2.1502 21.9889 37.0100 1.8178 22.1616 37.0100 

2 
𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠 ≤ 19℃ 0.9923 9.370531 18.0100 0.75388 12.9114 18.0100 0.9365 9.2582 18.0100 

19℃ < 𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠 0.6290 27.1865 37.1608 0.1287 21.8329 37.0100 0.7446 28.5675 37.3975 

1 𝑇𝑜𝑏𝑠 ≤ 40℃ 0 17.4856 37.0100 0 18.3425 37.0100 0.3146 23.7534 37.0100 
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Figure 3.6: Graphical results of fTemp optimization demonstrating the different slopes produced for 

Ks = 100 (red), 1500 (green), and var (blue). Variable Ks values used 1500 and 100 µM for marine 

and freshwater environments, respectively. 
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Figure 3.7: Ranges of anaerobic oxidation of methane rates calculated per e- acceptor with and 

without the fTemp optimization applied. 
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3.4 Discussion 

3.4.1 Nitrite as a TEA 

Marcus theory predicts that the rate of a reaction should increase log-linearly as the energy 

yield increases. Therefore, in the logarithmic ∆𝐺𝑅𝑜𝑝𝑡

°  and �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥, maximum rates of AOM are 

anticipated to occur when NO2
- is utilized as the TEA, and the reaction is the most energetically 

favourable (Table 3.1). However, this relationship appears to be absent without applying the 

optimized fTemp factor (Figure 3.7), which produced a least-squares line. Reduced rates of AOM 

driven by NO2
- are likely resultant of its toxicity in the environment and ability to limit microbial 

activity rather than the temperature function (Zhang et al., 2013).  

Within the metadata analysis, almost all the collected AOM observations attributing CH4 

consumption to NO2
- are derived from one marine sediment incubation study by Shen et al. (2016), 

which treated sediment with either 100µM NO2
- or 5mM SO4

2- for AOM. The calculated rates of 

AOM from their experiment indicates that the SO4
2- contributed significantly more to CH4 

consumption than NO2
-, although AOM by SO4

2- yielded less energy. Higher rates of NO2
- driven 

AOM (~1010 nmol L-1 day-1) were reported by (Raghoebarsing et al., 2006), who slowly fed the 

same concentration of NO2
- into a bioreactor for 16 months and cultivated a NO2

- consuming 

population at 25˚C. Additionally, anammox paired with AOM resulted in the production and 

subsequent consumption of NO2
- as observed by Haroon et al. (2013), who attributed their 

calculated AOM rate to NO3
- reduction. Anammox paired with AOM may produce NO2

- in low 

enough concentration to reduce CH4 emissions. To accurately calculate a maximum rate of AOM 

using NO2
-, as an e- acceptor, a toxicity correction proportional to NO2

- concentration should be 

included as well as the tolerance of AOM organisms toward NO2
-. The tolerance and rate at which 
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organisms can consume NO2
- or NO3

- as a TEA for AOM are influenced by several environmental 

parameters, including temperature (Ettwig et al., 2008; Hu et al., 2009; He et al., 2015).  

 

3.4.2 Importance of Temperature to AOM 

Temperature affects rates of AOM through both abiotic and biotic factors. Firstly, both 

CH4 dissolution and oxidation are exothermic processes stimulated at lower temperatures 

enhancing CH4 bubble formation (ebullition) and transport through the gas phase (Thornton et al., 

2015; James et al., 2016). Therefore, climate change-derived temperature increases are anticipated 

to reduce aqueous CH4 concentrations, limiting its availability for aerobic and anaerobic oxidation 

reactions (Dean et al., 2018). Reduced CH4 concentrations from increased temperatures can be 

accounted for in their influence over the 𝐹𝐾 and 𝐹𝑇 factors within the AOM rate calculation. 

However, predictions of how increased air temperatures may affect soil respiration overall are 

more complex depending on an individual microbial community’s adapted temperature range 

(Petterson and Baath, 2003). Here, the fitting of the fTemp function significantly improved the 

relationship between ∆𝐺𝑅𝑜𝑝𝑡

°  and �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥, with correlation increasing using smaller Tobs optimization 

ranges. 

 The 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥, and 𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑡 temperatures for microbial activity are community dependant 

and change between environments. The steepness and shape of the temperature-microbial activity 

curve can be influenced by the pH and optimum pH of an environment relative to its microbial 

community (Rosso et al., 1995). Most AOM mechanisms consume hydrogen ions and are less 

thermodynamically favourable at neutral and alkaline conditions, as discussed in Chapter 2. A 

study of NO2
- as a TEA identified the highest reaction rates to occur at neutral pH and an optimal 

temperature of 35˚C (He et al., 2015).  
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Although the calculated values of 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥, and 𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑡 for fTemp exhibit large ranges 

between the observational temperature bins, maximal and optimal temperatures of AOM 

organisms vary throughout the environment. For example, the observational temperature bin with 

the lowest range carried a cluster of points from an Antarctic Lake Fryxell where 𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑡 has been 

reportedly lower than usual in S-oxidizing bacteria (15˚C), and 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 has extended below freezing 

temperature (Sattley and Madigan, 2006). More variety has also been demonstrated amongst AOM 

catalyzing organisms specifically. A study by Hu et al. (2009) compared their archaea performing 

nitrogen-based AOM with a study conducted by Ettwig et al. (2008) using a pure culture of the 

NO2
- reducers in the aforementioned high AOM rate bioreactor. Significantly different Tmax values 

were observed corresponding to 45˚C by Hu et al. (2009) and a much lower temperature of 30˚C 

by Ettwig et al. (2008). Comparatively, in marine environments, AOM with SO4
2- has been 

observed at significantly higher temperatures of 60˚C to 70˚C, and up to 90˚C in hydrothermal 

sediments at Guaymas Basin (Biddle et al., 2012) – where aforementioned Bowles et al. (2019) 

observed some of the highest known AOM rates (~4250 nmol cm-3 day-1). As an exothermic 

reaction, AOM is likely driven by high CH4 concentrations at elevated temperatures to overcome 

thermodynamic constraints pertaining to decreased energy yields occurring at high temperatures. 

The heterogeneity of AOM temperature ranges indicates a need to include temperature as 

a function within the bioenergetics-based framework. To predict how AOM rates may respond to 

temperature change, an integrative fTemp function for both the environment type and latitude or 

energy level is required. This function would normalize maximum rates to account for the low 

(e.g., perennially frozen or subarctic lakes) and high energy environments (e.g., Guaymas Basin) 

included within this study. Moreover, pH should be included as a critical thermodynamic and 

physiological control of microbially mediated reactions. Increases in microbial activity rates with 
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temperature and pH may stimulate AOM as optimal temperatures are approached (Rosso et al., 

1995); however, increased capacity for CH4 production could overwhelm the slow-growing CH4 

reducing population, even in excess of SO4
2- (Dean et al., 2018). 

 

3.4.3 AOM in the Natural Environment 

The amount of CH4 produced and available for oxidation is dependant on a number of factors 

per environment, including climate, hydrology, chemical energy availability, and vegetation (Luo 

et al., 2019). In all the selected studies for AOM rate calculations, labelled CH4 was added as a 

tracer and may have occurred in concentrations abnormal to the natural subsurface environments 

(e.g.., 50 mM). Experimental rates of AOM are elevated under laboratory conditions rather than 

in situ experiments (Sivan et al., 2007). The potentially low value of 𝐾𝑆
𝐶𝐻4 cannot account for the 

wide range of aqueous CH4 inputs as when [CH4] >> 𝐾𝑆
𝐶𝐻4 then the 𝐹𝐾 term easily equals one. 

Elevated concentrations of CH4 for experimental set-ups would increase the reactions 

thermodynamic favourability, an influence that could generally be captured using the reaction 

quotient within the 𝐹𝑇 term of the �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥. Within the data collected, insufficient porewater chemistry 

was available to calculate the activities of products and reactions for ∆𝐺𝑅𝑜𝑝𝑡

° . The addition or 

selection of a TEA for the ∆𝐺𝑅𝑜𝑝𝑡

°  term adds an additional layer of uncertainty, as many 

publications were unable to identify a singular TEA responsible for the AOM rate confidently. 

NO3
- and SO4

2- have been identified as sinks of CH4 in freshwater and marine settings as well 

as Fe-oxides (Dale et al., 2006; Deutzmann et al., 2014; Martinez-Cruz et al., 2018; Aromokeye 

et al., 2020). While AOM using NO3
- is notorious for removing both dissolved N and a potent 

GHG, CH4 oxidation by Fe-oxides and SO4
2- may shift sedimentary contributing to internal 

phosphorus loads as Fe-phosphates are converted to sulfidic minerals (Egger et al., 2016). In lakes 
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or reservoirs with long residency times, bioavailable phosphorus increases could harm water 

quality and promote harmful algal bloom formation. 

Mn-oxides have received far less attention in AOM mechanisms and were the least recognized 

TEA for AOM within the collected data set. Redox-active Mn-oxides are present in many 

environments and are generally a more energetically favourable TEA than Fe-oxides or SO4
2-, 

producing significant AOM rates in marine and freshwater environments (Beal et al., 2009; 

Martinez-Cruz et al., 2017; Leu et al., 2020). Studies that specifically identified Mn4+ as the TEA 

added the element to their incubation as synthetic birnessite. Martinez-Cruz et al. (2017) narrowed 

the TEA of AOM to either Fe- or Mn-oxides in freshwater sediment using the total reactive pools 

but could not decipher which mineral was the dominant TEA. Mn-oxides are likely an under-

explored sink for CH4 in the environment and contribute to AOM when rates decouple from NO3
- 

or SO4
2- reduction, particularly in coastal regions where they are deposited each year (Leu et al., 

2020), or in other cases when another responsible TEA can not be identified.  

Wetland and freshwater lake environments had the largest percentage of unidentified TEAs. 

Low concentrations of SO4
2- within these environments had previously led to the assumption that 

AOM was not a significant control of CH4 in freshwater settings. Yet, in a soda lake and marine 

environments, inhibition of SO4
2- reduction by tungstate did not reduce the soil's natural capacity 

for AOM (Iverson and Jorgensen, 1985; Iverson et al., 1987), or similar rates were maintained 

regardless of the TEA added (Saxton et al., 2016). These observations support the use of multiple 

TEA for AOM and the flexibility of CH4 oxidizers within an environment. Yet, even with ample 

TEAs, low rates of AOM have been observed in marine and soda lake environments. This 

discrepancy may occur as a function of salinity or a relatively overwhelming rate of 

methanogenesis. 
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3.4.4 Effects of Salinity 

The retrieved AOM rates are derived from unique environments, each with its own water 

chemistry and environmental conditions. The �̅�𝑚𝑎𝑥 calculation does not take into account ionic 

strength and salinity, which differs greatly between freshwater and marine environments and soda 

lakes. These differences in water chemistry could affect AOM products, and reactants' activity 

influencing the energetic yields of AOM through the reaction quotient. Within the current 

proposed framework, these water chemistries are unaccounted for. Additionally, salinity may 

affect microbial activity, introducing a physiological constraint similar to NO2
- toxicity. Changes 

in salinity and their effects on soil respiration and GHG emissions are a growing issue as climate 

change may influence microbial growth and reaction rates, including the AOM mechanism, in 

coastal wetlands affected by sea-level rise.  

 Increasing rates of sea-level rise (currently occurring at 3.3 mm yr-1 (Cazenave et al., 

2014)) in combination with anthropogenic land subsidence, will inevitably result in elevated 

concentrations of SO4
2- into coastal wetlands (Oppenheimer et al., 2019; Gosch et al., 2019), and 

decreasing availability of oxygen and other TEAs with inundation (Luo et al., 2019). CH4 

production in tidal wetlands is strongly affected by atmospheric CO2 levels and may increase in 

the future (Mueller et al., 2020), although a consensus on the effects of sea-level rise to organic C 

mineralization has not been reached (Luo et al., 2019). Conceptually, changes in CH4 emissions 

from salt-water intrusion result from the balance between methanogenesis and CH4 oxidation. 

Several studies have shown varying effects of salinity on CH4 emissions salt toxicity effects have 

scarcely been researched for methanotrophs. One study demonstrated decreasing NO2
- driven 

AOM rates over a salinity range between 0 and 15 g NaCl L-1 with AOM ceasing at roughly ~20 

g NaCl L-1 (He et al., 2015), less than the concentration of ocean water. In addition to salt toxicity, 
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sea-level rise may impact porewater pH and influence thermodynamic favourability of AOM, 

affecting in situ rates.  

 

3.4 Conclusions 

AOM reactions are ubiquitous to marine and freshwater environments, playing a dynamic 

role in climate change. Elevated air temperatures and sea-level rise may influence the AOM rates 

impacting GHG emissions globally through shifts in aqueous CH4 availability and microbial 

activity. To understand the future role of AOM in the global C cycle, a bioenergetics informed 

framework is needed to estimate rates of CH4 conversion to carbon dioxide CO2. The TEA identity, 

optimum temperature, pH, and porewater chemistry exert strong controls over CH4 oxidation rates 

and should be well quantified over various environments and latitudes to account for the gradient 

of Tmin, Topt, and Tmax values across extreme environments (e.g., perennially frozen lakes, 

permafrost regions, hydrothermal vents). Additionally, the introduction of a toxicity term for NO2
- 

concentrations may be needed to correct experimental data in addition to changes in salinity for 

sea-level rise. To obtain this framework, AOM characterization should expand to determine 

optimum temperature values across different environments with latitude and include calculated 

rates for under-studied environments (arctic lakes, permafrost, dammed reservoirs, and soda lakes) 

and TEAs (Mn-oxides).  
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4 Conclusions 

4.1 Summary of Key Findings 

The overall objective of this thesis was to examine the effects of chemical energy availability on 

soil coupled biogeochemical cycles and reaction rates related to ongoing climate change, winter 

warming, and shifts in land-use management. In Chapter 2, a series of variable amounts of e- 

donors and acceptors have been applied to closed soil treatments to measure their effect on GHG 

release and porewater nutrient concentrations. By pairing a factorial batch experiment design with 

sacrificial sampling, a novel experiment methodology was applied, enabling the collection of 

temporal data without removing products or reactants for future chemical reactions. Hence, 

biogeochemical data was collected over the incubation period without disturbance to the 

thermodynamic favourability of future nutrient transformations. Results of Chapter 2 indicate a 

preference towards inorganic e- donors, including ammonium (NH4
+) and methane (CH4), over 

organoheterophic metabolisms (e.g., acetate oxidation) under the experimental conditions. Using 

thermodynamics, the anaerobic oxidation of ammonium (anammox) was determined to be driven 

by manganese (Mn) oxide minerals, producing oxidized nitrogen (N) species and regenerating 

terminal electron acceptors (TEA) for future reactions. The resultant nitrate (NO3
-) and nitrite 

(NO2
-) were used to oxidize inorganic e- donors producing oxidizing agents iron (Fe)-oxides and 

sulfate (SO4
2-). Without new chemical energy inputs, the anaerobic oxidation of methane (AOM) 

experienced a syntrophic relationship to anammox and the re-cycling of Fe and S, consuming 

resultant NO3
-, NO2

-, Fe-oxides, and SO4
2- to produce carbon dioxide (CO2). These observed 

reactions are autotrophic, reducing CO2 and CH4 emissions from the soil under the experimental 

conditions while removing N from soil porewater.  
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Thermodynamic calculations indicated an environmental sensitivity towards the proposed 

reaction network in Chapter 2, resulting in less favourable conditions under the neutral-pH 

conditions developed as AOM and anammox proceeded consuming hydrogen ions. In turn, the 

proposed AOM reaction network may be cyclical in poorly buffered soils, allowing a new CH4 

peak to develop as porewater becomes less acidic. Conversely, in well-buffered soils (e.g., limed, 

calcite enriched), AOM and anammox rates may be sustained longer, consuming more CH4, NH4
+, 

and CO2. The novel temporal data presented in Chapter 2 demonstrates the importance of snow 

and ice-cover duration to limiting GHG release and solute export occurring during snowmelt. This 

sensitivity is furthered by these anaerobic metabolisms' exothermic nature producing less 

conducive conditions under the amplified warming effects to winter soil biogeochemical cycles.  

In Chapter 3, a bioenergetics informed framework was constructed using a linear free energy 

relationship to examine the rate of AOM, and its thermodynamic favourability across different 

environments. The literature review results found AOM to be ubiquitous across freshwater and 

marine environments using naturally occurring concentrations of e- acceptors. However, some 

environmental settings (e.g., soda lakes, permafrost regions) were determined to be under-

investigated. Temperature was observed as a vital influence in the maximum rate of AOM, with 

specific temperature functions required per microbial community. Thus, in a warming world, the 

effects of temperature and salinity are influential in future AOM changing with climate and sea-

level rise. The results of Chapter 3 also indicate a complicated relationship between the energetic 

capacity of NO2
- and the ability for microorganisms to perform AOM in its presence. As the most 

energetic TEA, NO2
- was anticipated to produce the largest maximum AOM rates; however, when 

added to soil incubation experiments, its toxicity suppressed CH4 consumption. As an intermediate 

of denitrification or anammox, low concentrations of NO2
- produced more favourable conditions 
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for CH4 consumption, indicting the role of coupled soil biogeochemical cycles to limit GHG 

release. 

 

4.2 Recommendations for Future Research 

Overall, this thesis highlights the importance of coupled biogeochemical cycles to GHG 

emissions and the sensitivity of microbially mediated redox reactions to changing environmental 

parameters such as temperature and pH. In Chapter 2, Mn-oxides were demonstrated to play a vital 

role in driving CH4 consumption. The presence of Mn-oxides supported the observed reaction 

network by oxidizing NH4
+ to NO3

- and causing a syntrophic C and N relationship while renewing 

other TEAs. Although Mn-oxides' energetic yield rivals NO3
-, observations of AOM in Chapter 3 

were not attributed to Mn-oxides without its amendment. Like observations in Chapter 2, Mn-

oxides likely support the AOM reaction network either directly or through the oxidation of 

inorganic e- donors, such as NH4
+ in anammox. Low concentrations of NO2

- produced from 

anammox or denitrification could generate ideal conditions for AOM, reducing CH4 release. 

Hence, the role of Mn-oxides in limiting CH4 release from terrestrial ecosystems is likely 

understated and contributing to AOM without a mechanistic understanding.  

The results of Chapters 2 and 3 stress the importance of changing temperature regimes for 

microbially mediated reaction networks in both freshwater and marine environments. Temperature 

increases may influence the solubility and energetic favourability of CH4 oxidation; however, 

elevated temperatures could stimulate microbial activity if they approach a communities’ optimum 

temperature range. To accurately predict net GHG emissions, consumption rates must be tailored 

to an environment, its chemical energy limitations (i.e., reactant and product availability), and 

environmental parameters, including regional temperature averages and pH. Thus, a more 
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significant physiological understanding of AOM microorganisms and their diversity is needed to 

inform estimates of CH4 oxidation rates on a larger scale under increased temperature.  

The effects of temperature may be amplified by an environment's pH, determined to 

significantly influence the thermodynamic limits of the observed reaction network in Chapter 2. 

Yet, the results of Chapter 3’s meta-data analysis for the reviewed literature revealed that pH was 

rarely reported alongside the observed AOM rate. The literature reviewed also revealed gaps of 

AOM observations in climate-sensitive cold regions (e.g., arctic, sub-arctic, Antarctic lakes and 

permafrost), currently experiencing amplified warming effects jeopardizing C terrestrial stores. 

These effects are heightened throughout the winter season, which dominates the CH4 budget in 

Arctic and sub-arctic regions. Thus, a focused effort should be applied to understand CH4 transport 

and consumption throughout the winter season and ascertain a mechanistic understanding of AOM 

in cold low energy environments for net CH4 fluxes.  

Research into the physiological constraints of methanotrophs should also expand to include 

toxicity parameters. Within the maximum rate calculation, maximum rates of AOM using NO2
- as 

a TEA were slower than anticipated without applying the optimized fTemp function. Hence, NO2
- 

toxicity was corrected within the fTemp function rather than a TEA specific factor, which may 

account for its toxicity. Additionally, ongoing sea-level rise is anticipated to inundate coastal 

wetlands with seawater, exposing methanotrophs to elevated salt concentrations. Changes in 

salinity may be accounted for within the thermodynamic term; however, maximum AOM rate 

calculations could be improved with a better understanding of methanotrophs’ tolerance of salt. 
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6 Appendix A: Chapter 2 Supplementary Materials  

Supplementary Figures 1 and 2 (Figures S1 and S2, respectively) add the abiotic control 

group to initial Figures 1 and 2 (Section 2.4.1) for comparison with the biotic treatment groups. 

Additionally, Supplementary Figure 2 includes calculated net production rates from the measured 

concentrations of H2. Supplementary Figure 3 (Figure S3) contains measured concentrations and 

calculated speciation of DIC throughout the incubation. Concentrations of carbonic acid (H2CO3) 

and bicarbonate (HCO3
-) were calculated in PHREEQC using the methods outlined in Section 2.3. 

Supplementary Table 1 provides the standard and calculated Gibbs energy of reaction for the 

experimental conditions determined using the methods outlined in Section 2.3.3. 

 

6.1 Supplementary Results: Abiotic Control 

 The abiotic control group was composed of soil dried, sieved, and rewetted using the 

methods outlined in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2. Prior to re-wetting (24 hours), the soil was removed 

from the anaerobic chamber in a sealed plastic bag and autoclaved for 1 hour (Tuttnauer Electronic 

Tabletop Autoclave) alongside its input solution, which had identical chemistry content as the 

Natural treatment group, containing relatively low quantities of NO3
- and SO4

2- as well as no 

additional labile C.  

Porewater pH, concentrations of SO4
2- , NH4

+ and headspace CH4 and N2O concentrations 

are relatively constant throughout the abiotic control group's incubation period. Some changes in 

DOC, NO3
- and NO2

- species were observed during Phases II and III, where NO3
- and NO2

- were 

consumed. Changes to oxidized-N, DOC, and DIC concentrations (Figures S1, S2, and S3, 

respectively) under the anaerobic incubation conditions suggest that soil microbes were present in 
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the latter stage of incubation despite the autoclaving of the soil. These microbes were likely able 

to re-emerge from heat-tolerant spores, which survived the single autoclave treatment. 
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Figure S1: Concentrations of biogeochemical species with the addition of the Abiotic Control 

treatment group. 
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6.2 Supplementary Results: Additional e- donors  

Non-zero H2 concentrations were detected in the jars’ headspaces during the experiment by 

gas chromatography, which indicates that an additional inorganic e- donor in addition to those 

considered in the main text was present for the microbial community to use. The anaerobic 

chamber in which the soil jars were assembled contains 2% H2 gas, measured at ~6650 ppm (~270 

µM) by gas chromatography (using the TCD Section 2.3.2). Concentrations of H2 are below this 

value in all soil treatments, excluding the abiotic control group, demonstrating the biotic 

consumption and production of H2. Bioenergetic calculations, which incorporate these H2 

concentrations, indicate that H2-methanogenesis and reverse acetogenesis are thermodynamically 

favourable reactions, which supports both the production and consumption of headspace H2 were 

possible during the incubation (Table S1 Appendix A). 
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Figure S2: Net production rates (NPR) of all treatments for organic and inorganic (NH4
+ and H2) 

e- donors as well as total dissolved organic carbon. 
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6.3 Supplementary Results: Dissolved Inorganic Carbon 

TIC concentrations initially increased exponentially in all treatment groups, except for the 

abiotic control (Supplementary Figure 3). However, after day 28, DIC concentrations appear to 

decline or plateau despite ongoing soil respiration and microbial activity. The observed change in 

TIC coincided with a significant increase in pH, which approached the pKa1 value of H2CO3 (pKa1 

= 6.35 @ 25˚C), causing a decrease in headspace CO2 and an increase in the dissolved fraction. 

Anticipated concentrations of DIC were largely below the threshold MDL at the required dilution 

for the sample volume. We believe that the pH change ultimately influenced the measured TIC 

and created a more dramatic plateau or decrease than what we expected. The observed decreases 

in inorganic carbon production signify the potential uptake of DIC for biomass growth through the 

hypothesized chemoautotrophic reactions, supported by the 16S RNA data. 

 

 

Figure S3: Measured concentrations of non-methanogenic inorganic carbon for all treatment 

groups. 
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6.4 Supplementary Results: Major Cations and Cation Exchange Capacity 

 A cation exchange capacity (CEC) of 0.7331 meq g-1 dry soil was determined using the 

methods outlined in Section 2.2.2 at a pH of ~4.8. However, porewater pH, particularly in organic 

soil, can be influence the CEC, potentially increasing CEC by a magnitude as pH becomes neutral 

(Hendershot et al., 2006). These results are reflected in the observed decrease in major cation 

concentrations during late-Phase II and Phase III when pH began to increase. Divalent cations 

calcium and magnesium observe the largest change. This effect is not observed in the abiotic 

control group, whose pH remains stable throughout the incubation. 

 Changes in pH and the associated increase in CEC may mask the reduction of Fe- and Mn- 

oxides throughout the incubation period. However, decreases in total sulfur (118.2 µM ± 28.6) 

provide indirect evidence of Fe reduction as FeS minerals are supersaturated in solution and 

anticipated to precipitate. The removal of S from the soil porewater is not observed in the abiotic 

control group and is likely linked to microbial Fe-oxide reduction (at least 100 µM). Calculations 

of the non-crystalline Fe pool support this (Section 2.3.2), providing roughly 503.8 µmol ± 66.43 

Fe3+ per soil jar. 
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Figure S4: Temporal concentration profiles of major cations in solution changing with pH, 

phosphate, and dissolved total sulfur. 
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6.5 Supplementary Results: Additional Thermodynamic Calculations 

Table S1: Additional balanced catabolic reactions for anoxic conditions with their associated standard and calculated Gibbs energy 

values (∆𝐺𝑟298
°  and ∆𝐺𝑟, respectively). 

 

 

 

e- Donor Balanced Catabolic Reaction ∆𝑮𝒓𝟐𝟗𝟖
°  

[kJ / mol e-] 
∆𝑮𝒓
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ 

[kJ / mol e-] 

𝑪𝟐𝑯𝟑𝑶𝟐
− 

0.5𝐶2𝐻3𝑂2
− + 1.3𝐻+ + 0.8𝑁𝑂3

− → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 0.4𝑁2  + 0.4𝐻2𝑂 -111.06 -96 to -101 

0.5𝐶2𝐻3𝑂2
− + 2𝑀𝑛𝑂2(𝑠)

+ 4.5𝐻+ → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 2𝑀𝑛2+  + 2𝐻2𝑂 -109.64 -87.13 to –92.40 

0.5𝐶2𝐻3𝑂2
− + 4𝐹𝑒𝑂𝑂𝐻(𝑠) + 8.5𝐻+ → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 4𝐹𝑒2+  + 6𝐻2𝑂 -57.63 -10.75 to -26.41 

0.5𝐶2𝐻3𝑂2
− + 0.5𝑆𝑂4

2− + 1.5𝐻+ → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 0.5𝐻2𝑆  -20.04 -8.27 to -11.56 

𝑯𝟐(𝒂𝒒)
 𝐻2(𝑎𝑞)

+ 0.25𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 → 0.25𝐶𝐻4(𝑎𝑞)
+ 0.75𝐻2𝑂 -17.76 -2.10 to -4.63  
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6.6 Supplementary Results: Stoichiometric Calculations 

Table S2: Maximum estimates of oxidation capacity of terminal electron acceptor (TEA) using stoichiometric ratios. 

e- 

Donor 

Reaction 

Number 
Balanced Catabolic Reaction 

TEA 

[µM] 

Max Product / 

e- donor consumption 

𝑭𝒆𝟐+ 1 0.2𝑁𝑂3
− + 𝐹𝑒2+ + 2.4𝐻2𝑂 → 0.1𝑁2 + 𝐹𝑒(𝑂𝐻)3 + 1.7𝐻+ 600 3000 µM Fe(OH)3 

𝑺𝟐− 2 𝑁𝑂3
− + 0.25𝐻2𝑆 + 3.5𝐻+ → 0.5𝑁2 + 0.25𝑆𝑂4

2− + 2𝐻2𝑂 600 150 µM SO4
2- 

𝑵𝑯𝟒
+ 3 𝑁𝐻4

+ + 4𝑀𝑛𝑂2(𝑠)
+ 6𝐻+  → 𝑁𝑂3

− + 4𝑀𝑛2+ + 5𝐻2𝑂 200 50 µM NO3
- 

𝑪𝑯𝟒(𝒂𝒒)
 

4 𝐶𝐻4(𝑎𝑞)
+ 1.6𝑁𝑂3

− + 1.6𝐻+  → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 0.8𝑁2(𝑔)
+ 1.8𝐻2𝑂 50 31.25 µM H2CO3 

5 𝐶𝐻4(𝑎𝑞)
+ 4𝑀𝑛𝑂2(𝑠)

+ 8𝐻+  → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 4𝑀𝑛2+ + 5𝐻2𝑂 200 50 µM H2CO3 

6 𝐶𝐻4(𝑎𝑞)
+ 8𝐹𝑒(𝑂𝐻)3(𝑠)

+ 16𝐻+  → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 8𝐹𝑒2+ + 21𝐻2𝑂 500 62.5 µM H2CO3 

7 𝐶𝐻4(𝑎𝑞)
+ 𝑆𝑂4

2− + 2𝐻+ → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 𝐻2𝑆 + 𝐻2𝑂 60 60 µM H2CO3 

𝑯𝟐(𝒂𝒒)
 8 𝐻2(𝑎𝑞)

+ 0.25𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 → 0.25𝐶𝐻4(𝑎𝑞)
+ 0.75𝐻2𝑂 1000 250 µM CH4 

𝑪𝟐𝑯𝟑𝑶𝟐
− 

9* 0.5𝐶2𝐻3𝑂2
− + 1.3𝐻+ + 0.8𝑁𝑂3

− → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 0.4𝑁2  + 0.4𝐻2𝑂 600 750 µM H2CO3 

10* 0.5𝐶2𝐻3𝑂2
− + 2𝑀𝑛𝑂2(𝑠)

+ 4.5𝐻+ → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 2𝑀𝑛2+  + 2𝐻2𝑂 200 100 µM H2CO3 

11* 0.5𝐶2𝐻3𝑂2
− + 4𝐹𝑒𝑂𝑂𝐻(𝑠) + 8.5𝐻+ → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 4𝐹𝑒2+  + 6𝐻2𝑂 500 125 µM H2CO3 
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Table S2 continued. 

e- 

Donor 

Reaction 

Number 
Balanced Catabolic Reaction 

TEA 

[µM] 

Max Product / 

e- donor consumption 

𝑪𝟐𝑯𝟑𝑶𝟐
− 

12* 0.5𝐶2𝐻3𝑂2
− + 0.5𝑆𝑂4

2− + 1.5𝐻+ → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 0.5𝐻2𝑆 60 30 µM H2CO3 

13** 𝐶2𝐻3𝑂2
− + 𝐻+ + 𝐻2𝑂 → 𝐻2𝐶𝑂3 + 𝐶𝐻4(𝑎𝑞)

 7000 7000 µM H2CO3/CH4 

*Reaction 9 to 12 C2H3O2
- consumption is equivalent to half of the concentration of the estimated H2CO3 produced 

**Reaction 13 TEA concentration is equal to observed change in net molar C2H3O2
- concentration throughout the experiment 


